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ABSTRACT 
ON COMPLEXES OF ABELIAN GROUPS WITH APPLICATIONS TO 
FRACTIONAL FACTORIAL DESIGNS 
This paper utilizes basic group theory in formulating and resolving 
some fundamental algebraic problems associated with the characterization 
and enumeration of fractional factorial designs. Specifically it shows 
how the set of all possible designs based on complexes (= ncn-enpty sub-
sets) of abelian groups with arbitrary replications can be divided and 
enumerated via faithful (i.e. complexes which under addition of 
elements of the abelian group produce as many complexes as the order of 
the group) and unfaithful (= not faithful) complexes. This is achieved 
using permutation theory which was in an earlier paper shown to produce 
classes of spectrum invariant designs with respect to an allowable set 
of parameters. Thus the problem of listing all possible fractional fac-
torial designs has been reduced in this paper to listing a set of faith-
ful and unfaithful complexes each of which produces a spectral invariant 
class of complexes under translation with respect to an allowable set of 
parameters. Finally we give formulae which count the cardinality of the 
set of faithful and unfaithful complexes which generate the class of 
all designs via replication and translation. 
ON COMPLEXES OF ABELIAN GROUPS WITH APPLICATIONS TO 
FRACTIONAL FACTORIAL DESIGNS1 
Running Head: COMPLEXES OF ABELIAN GROUPS 
By H. Pesotan, 2 B. L. Raktoe, 2 and w. T. Federer 
University of Guelph and Cornell University 
1. Introduction. Although the theory of factorial and fractional 
factorial designs has now a history of many years, it is only recently 
that some of its deeper mathematical and combinatorial aspects are being 
exhibited and investigated. In this connection one of the earliest 
papers which used an abstract algebraic system to obtain results in con-
founding theory in the case of the symmetrical prime power factorials 
and hence also fractional replication is the classical paper of Fisher 
[1942]. Subsequently, Bose [1947] utilized finite geometrical methods 
to discuss and resolve certain problems in the confounding and enumeration 
for the prime powered symmetrical factorial. These two papers are pio-
neering efforts from the viewpoint of utilizing abstract mathematical 
systems in the study of symmetrical factorials. 
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The present paper is not only in the spirit of the above mentioned 
two authors but also formulates the algebraic and combinatorial aspects 
of arbitrary fractional factorial designs from arbitrary factorials, 
using only the basic notions of group theory. In general, we have stud-
ied a universal class of fractional factorial designs obtained from 
selecting subsets of arbitrary cardinality from the group of treatment 
combinations with the aim to characterize and enumerate subclasses of de-
signs such that the epectra of the underlying information matrices are 
the same with req)Gc:·:j t:) an allowable set of parameters. In addition, 
we provide a method on(:h that these subclasses of designs generate the 
whole universal class. T~e impetus for this development arose from a 
~ paper hy Raktoe and I'edel~er [1971] and a paper by Srivasta, Raktoe and 
Pesotan [1971] whieh were p:::-eceded by the fundamental pg;per of Paik and 
Federer [1970]. 
In section 2 we introduce the concepts of faithful and unfaithful 
complexes for an a:::·bitrary finite abelian group G and study the basic 
properties of these complexes. In particular, we characterize unfaithful 
complexes as precisely those subsets of G which are set unions of distinct 
cosets belonging to a nonzero subgroup of G. We also introduce here the 
notion of length for an unfaithful complex and obtain criteria for an 
unfaithful complex to be of a given length. In section 3 we present 
recursive formulae which count the cardinality of the set of all unfaith-
ful complexes of a given order v, and we use these formulae to obtain 
the cardinality of the smallest set of complexes of order v under trans-
lation. In the paper by Raktoe and Federer [1971] the term "generator" 
was used for both the terms faithful and unfaithful complexes. In this 
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paper we have abandoned this terminology since the term generator has a 
distinct meaning in group theory. In the paper by Raktoe and Federer 
[1971] a formula is given connecting the cardinality of all the main 
effect plans in the st factorial, s = pa, p a prime, in terms of the 
number of genera. tors which produce s t plans and those which do not. This 
formula is not true in general, though it holds for ma)ljy' classes of com-
plexes, and in section 3 we give a counter example to this effect. In 
addition, in thia eection we give necessary and stlfficient conditions 
unc.er ~;o-h:!.ch the f..a.b:toc<~'ed.::'er fo:r-ou.la. holds. In section 4 we show how 
the theory deYcl8:Ye:C:. j_n !J,=)ct~.ons 2 e.nd 3 ::ne.y be applied to classify and 
enumerQ,te designs. In partieular, we show that the class of all designs 
follow·ed by replice.tion o-n a mini.7J:J.al set r of complexes of order v. In 
\1 
addition} we dese:;:~J.>e a general classifkation problem for designs of 
distinct order v and show how the theory developed in the previous sections 
helps in the resohri:;ion of this problem. 
2. Chara~tE.riza>f;ion· a,Jd. properties of faithful and unfa.i thful 
-·-----~-~· -----.---
.£.Omple~~~.: Let G be a finite additive abelian group. We will denote 
the c~eration in G by the symbol +. We call a nonempty subset H of G a 
£9~Pl~2S and we refer to the cardinality of the set H as the ~~ of the 
co:m:olex H. li'or any g in G we mean by H + g the complex H + g = {h+g/heH}. 
In this section we introduce the concepts of f~]t~ful and unfaithful 
complexes as particular types of complexes of G. We establish here that 
unfaithful complexes are precisely those com~lexes of G obtainable as 
set unions of distinct cosets of some non-zero subgroup of G, that is 
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a subgroup distinct from the subgroup of G consisting only of the zero 
element of G. As a consequence we obtain same results on the order of 
unfaithful complexes of G. In this section we also introduce the notion 
of length for an unfaithful complex and study the connections between a 
given unfaithful complex H of G of a given length and the complex He 
which is the set complement of H in G. Finally in this section we study 
the action of certain permutation groups of G on a set of complexes of a 
given order for the particular case where G is a finite direct product of 
finite additive abelian groups with the camponentwise operation. 
Definition 2.1. A subset H of G will be called an unfaithful subset 
if and only if {i) H is the empty set or {ii) H is a complex and there 
exists a g in G, g ~ 0 (0 is the zero element [additive identity] of G) 
such that H + g = H. A nonempty unfaithful subset will be called an 
unfaithful complex. Further a complex H will be called a faithful com~lex 
if and only if for every g in G such that g ~ 0, we have that H + g ~ H. 
Definition 2.2. Let H be any complex of G. We say that an element 
g in G subtracts in H if and only if for each h in H there exists a k in 
H with h - k = g. 
Proposition 2.1. ~ complex H ~ G is ~unfaithful complex if.~ 
only if there exists a g in G different from the zero element of G such 
-- -- --~ --
~ g subtracts in H. 
Proof. Suppo::;e that l! is an unfaithful r::c'::pl.:;x.. This iJll.plies that 
there exists a g I= 0 such that H + g = H. Hence for· each h in H there 
exists a k: ih H 't'Tith h = k + g, that is, h - k = g and hence g subtracts 
in R. Conversely, suppose that g I= o in G subt"ra.cts in H. i'Te 
claim that H + g = H. Select any h in H. Then by assumption there 
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exists a k in H with h - k = g, that is, h belongs to the complex H + g. 
Hence, H ~ H + g, and since the map from H into H + g given by h ~ h + g 
is one-to-one and onto, and since H is a finite set, we have that H + g = H. 
Consequently H is an unfaithful complex, and this completes the proof. 
The above proposition leads us immediately to: 
Corollary 2 .1. ~ complex H ~ G is ~ faithful complex if ~ only if 
every g I= 0 in G ~~subtract,!!!~· 
Let H be any complex in G. Define a binary relation pH in G by 
g1~g2 if and only if H + g1 = H + g2 . It is easily verified that pH is 
a congruence relation on G, that is, it is an equivalence relation on G 
such that g1p~2 and f 1pHf2 implies (g1 + f 1 ) pH (g2 + f 2) where g1, g2, 
f 1 , and f 2 are in G. As a consequence it follows that the set 
(2.1) 
, 
where 0 is the zero element of G, is a subgroup of G. We will refer to the 
subgroup SH(G) as the subgroup induced by H, and generally, we will write 
SH for SH(G) when no ambiguity arises as to the group G in question. We 
observe that if the complex H contains the zero element of G, then ~ is 
a subset of H and, further, that if H is an unfaithful (faithful) complex 
of G, then since G is an abelian group, H + g is an unfaithful (faithful) 
complex of G for any g in G. 
Theorem 2.1. ~ H ~!!:.complex 52! G. ~!:! is !:!:!!. unfaithful complex 
1f. ~ only if H ,!! ! ~ union 2!, distinct cosets belonging to ~ nonzero 
subgroup ~ G. 
Proof. Suppose that H is an unfaithful complex. Then by definition 
there exists a nonzero g in G such that H + g = H. Hence g 
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belongs to SH so that SH is a nonzero subgroup of G. Consider the relation 
pH restricted to Hand pick h1 , h2 , ···, hn such that hiEH, 1 ~ i ~ n, is 
a representative from each equivalence class in the quotient set 
Then we claim that H = .U (sH + h.) . Select any h in H. Then, 
. 1~ 1 
for exactly one i (1 ~ i ~ n). This implies that H + h = H +hi' that is, 
H + (h - hi) = H. Thus {h - hi) belongs to SH' and it follows that h be-
longs to SH + h. . Hence, H c U (sH + h.) . Next select any k in 
1 - i=l 1 
0 (sH +h.) then k = s +h. for some s in SHand some i (1 ~ i ~ n). i=l 1 1 . 
-· Hence k belongs to H + s. But H + s = H since SESH' and, thus it follows 
that H = U (sH +h.) . Select h. and h. with i fo j (1 ~ i, j ~ n) and i=l 1 1 J 
suppose that (sH +hi) n (sH + hj) ~ p. Then there exists s·and t in SH 
with's +h. = t +h. and thus (h. -h.) E SH 
1 J 1 J It follows that H + h. 1 
= H +h., that is, h.~~. a contradiction to the choice of h. (1 ~ i ~ n) . J 1..-lr-J 1 
Hence H is a disjoint union of cosets belonging to the subgroup SH of G. 
Conversely suppoBe that H = U (s +a.) is a disjoint ~nion of cosets be-
i=l 1 
. longing to scme nonzero subgroup S of G. Pick any s in S such that s ~ 0 
Then since S is a subgroup we have clearly that H + s = ~ (s + a. + s) i=l 1 
= ~ (s + a.) = H that is, H is an unfaithful complex and this completes 
i=l 1 ' 
the proof. 
Definition 2. 3. we· say that an unfaithful complex H of G is based on 
a nonzero subgroup S of G, or alternatively that S underlies H if and only 
if H is a set union of .distinct cosets of s. 
Corollary 2. 2. ~ S ~ ~ nonzero subgroup of 0. !2f order s ~ 
index t. ~ any unfaithful complex H !2f G ~ .£!!. S ~ order ks !£::. 
~ k (1 ~ k ~ t). 
Proof. The result follows ~ediately from Theorem 2.1. using the 
fact that the order of each coset of S is equal to the order of s. 
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Theorem 2.2. ~ .H £!::.~unfaithful complex 2f G. ~the subgroup 
~ induced ~a underlies H. Further, H. is based£!:_~ nonzero subgroup.§. 
of G if and only 2£ S is contained ..!£. ~ • 
Proof. It is shown in the proof of Theorem 2.1. that the subgroup SH 
underlies H, that is, H = .5 (sH + h.) a disjoint union of cosets belonging 
~=1 ~ 
to SH . Next suppose that H is based on a subgroup S of G. Select any s 
in S. Then it follows that H + s = H and hence SESH by the definition of 
SH . Conversely, suppose that S is a nonzero subgroup contained in SH . 
Then we can write SH as a disjoint union of cosets of s, that is, SH 
= 5 (s +a.) . It follows that for each i, (1 s i ~ n), the coset SH +hi j=l J 
= 5 (s +a. +hi) is a disjoint union of cosets of S. Then H j=l J 
= a [ b (s + aJ. + h;)] is a disjoint union of cosets of s, and the sub-
i=l j=l .... 
group S underlies H. This completes the proof. 
Definition 2.4. Let ~be a natural number, t ~ 0. We say that an 
unfaithful complex H of G is of length t if and only if H is a disjoint 
union of ~ cosets of some nonzero subgroup S of G and H cannot be written 
as a disjoint union of k cosets of some nonzero subgroup of G with k < ~. 
If H is an unfaithful subset and H = 6 (=empty set) we define its length 
to be zero. 
The next result gives the connection between the concept of length 
for an unfaithful complex H and the subgroup SH induced by H. 
Theorem 2.3. Let L be~ positive number. ~following statements 
are equivalent ~ ~ unfaithful complex H of G: 
(l) H ~ length L. 
(2) H is ~ disjoint ~ £! t cosets belonging to Sg . 
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Proof. (1)::::>(2). Suppose that ·R has .length t. Then H is a. disjoint 
union of L cosets belonging to some nonzero subgroup S of G, say 
H = i~1(s +a~) and there exists no representation of Has a disjoint 
union of fewer than L cosets belonging to some nonzero subgroup of G. 
However, by Theorem 2.2., the subgroup induced by H, namely SH' underlies 
H, say H = .U (sH +h.) . It follows that t ~ n. Also by Theorem 2.2. 
~=l ~ 
we have that S ~ SH . Suppose jsHI = tlsl; then the order of H is on the 
one hand tlsl and on the other hand nlsHI = tnlsl • It follows that L = tn, 
and since L ~ n we must have that ~ ~ n and t = 1. Thus S ~ SH and (2) 
follows. 
(2)=>(3). Statement (3) follows immediately from (2), sinc.e_ the order 
of each coset of SH is the same as the order of SH . 
(3)=>(1). By Theorem 2.2. we have that H ::a • ~ (sH + h.) Hen<;!e _the 
~=l ~ 
order of His nlsHI' and by (3) we then have that n = t. Also if H 
= U (s + ai), that is, a disjo-int union of m cosets belonging to some 
i=l 
nonzero subg~oup S ~ SH' then by Theorem 2.2., Sis strictly contained in 
SH so that lsi < IsH! . It follows that L < m, so that H has length t 
and this completes the proof. 
The following is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2. and 
Theorem 2.3. 
Corollary 2.3. ~unfaithful subset H £f. G has !:.!'!unique length t. 
If H = 6 ~ t = 0 ~ _g:_ H -/:. 6 the number ! is ~ number of distinct 
cosets of ~ whose union is H . 
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Theorem 2.4. ~ G ~ order n !!!!!. let " ~ !:. number ~ ~ 
1 ~ v :s; n. ~ there exists !!:!! unfaithful complex .2f order v !f. ~ 
only !f.~~: £: ~· {v ,n) > 1. 
Proof. Suppose that H is an unfaithful complex of order v and length 
t. Then, by Theorem 2.3., v = tlsHI where lsHI>l, and since lsHI divides 
n, we have that the g. c. d. between v and n is larger than 1. Next sup-
pose that the g. c. d. (v,n) > 1. Let the g. c. d. {v,n) = d > 1 and say 
that v = dk. Let S be any subgroup of G of order d, then since d > 1, S 
is a nonzero subgroup. Let H be a set union of k distinct cosets of S. 
Then, by Theorem 2.1., His an unfaithful complex and H has order v by 
construction. This completes the proof. 
Proposition 2.2. .!f. H.!,!!!!!, unfaithful complex ~order v. ~ S: £: d. 
{v .n} = d, then the order 2!, ~underlying subgroup of H divides d where 
n .!,! the order £!:. G. 
Proof. Suppose that H has order v and length t. Then, by Theorem 
2.3., we have that v = t{sHI. If Sis any underlying subgroup of H, then 
by Theorem 2.2. S S SH' so that the order of S divides IsH!. But \sHJ 
divides n, and hence lsi divides v and n. It follows that the order of S 
divides d; and this completes the proof. 
Let G have order n and let v be any number such that 1 :s; v so n. Sup-
pose that the g. c. d. (v ,n) = d > 1. Then v = kd where g. c. d. (k,n) 




where each d. (1 ~ i ~ t) is a divisor of d and d. > 1 for each i. We 
~ ~ 
assume that dt = d and that d1 < d2 < ··· < dt. 
(1 ~ i ~ t) and let 
Further, let d = m.d. 
~ ~ 
(2.3) 
In terms of the above notation we now establish the following result. 
Proposition 2.3. If H ~~unfaithful complex££ order v and length 
1-, ~ t belongs to L. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2. the order of the subgroup SH divides d. 
Hence for some i, (1 sis t), di = IsH!. Then v = kd = k(m.d.) = (km.) · 
1 ~ l. 
It follows from Theorem 2.3. that H has length t = km. so that t 
~ 
belongs to L. This completes the proof. 
Remark. We have seen in Proposition 2.3. that the length of every 
unfaithful complex of order v is an element of L. However, it is not true 
in general that corresponding to each t in L there exists an unfaithful 
complex H of G of order v and length t. For example, let C = [o,l} be 
4 
the cyclic group of order two under addition mod. 2 and let G = X c., 
i=l 1 
where C. = C (1 s; is; 4), be the direct product under the componentwise 
1 
operation. Let v ~ 8 so that the g. c. d. (v ,n) = d = 8 as well, and thus 
in this case L consists of all divisors of eight different from 1. Since 
two divides eight, it follows that two is an element of L. However, there 
exists no unfaithful complex of G of order eight and length two. For such 
an unfaithful complex must have an underlying subgroup of order four. Now 
if S is a subgroup of G of order four, then, in this case for any aEG-S, 
we have that H = S U (S + a) is a subgroup of order eight as can be 
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readily verified. For this case, any unfaithful complex of order eight 
which has an underlying subgroup of order four must have length l. 
Let v and t be any numbers such that 0 $ v , J. ~ n where n is the order 
of the group G. Let S be any nonzero subgroup of G. We now introduce the 
following sets. 
(2.4) Let Fv(G) be the set of all faithful complexes of order v. 
(2.5) Let Uv (G) be the set of all unfaithful subsets of order v. 
(2.6) Let Cv(G) be the set of all subsets of G of cardinality v. 
(2.7) Let Xt v(S) be the set of all unfaithful subsets of length t 
' 
and order v which have under lying subgroup S. 
It is clear that C (G)= Fv(G) U U (G) and further that for each v 
v . v 
(0 c v ~ n} this union is disjoint. Note that X v (S) and o, Xn (S) are h 1 0 
empty sets if v and t are respectively nonzero numbers and 
is a nonempty set and equals {¢} . 
that X (S) 
o,o 
Proposition 2.4. ~ G ~ order n. let ~ ~! subgroup .2f. G, ~ 
let H £!:_!:!!. unfaithful subset 2f C. 2!, length t ~ order v. (i) If H = 6, 
~~~complement He in tt ~!!!.unfaithful complex 2f length 1. 
(ii) .!!. H 1:: d, ~ T ~~subgroup induced :!?z, H ~ ~ t ~its index. 
~ lk.x..e.v (S) if ~ ~ g HcE:Xt-t,n-v (s). .£:. particular, T _!! ~ 
~ subgroup induced ~ He ~ ~ map ~ given Sl ~(H) = He establishes ! 
one-to-one correspondence between the~ Uv(G) ~ Uu-v(G) such~ w 
carries 2 ~ X.e.v (T) ~ ~ ~ Xt-t,n-v (T). 
Proof. Part (i) is obvious. Suppose that H ~ 0 and that S is a 
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subgroup which underlies H. Since G is a disjoint union of cosets belong-
ing to s, it follows immediately that He is a disjoint union of eosets be-
longing to S so that S underlies He as well. Suppose next that T1 is the 
subgroup induced by He. Then T1 underlies He and it follows that T1 under-
lies H. But by Theorem 2.2. we must have that T1 ST. Conversely, since 
T also underlies He, we have by Theorem 2.2. that T ~ T1, resulting in 
T = T1; the order of He is n-v = (t-t)ITI = (t-t)!T1 !, and it follows from 
Theorem 2.3. that He has length (t-1-). Hence HeXb (S) if and only if 
XJ,V 
c c .. 
H Ezt_;_ v(s), and Hand H have the same induced subgroup. It is now 
' 
clear that the map ~ is a one-to-one correspondence of the indicated type 
and this completes the proof. 
The following is now an immediate corollary of the previous proposi-
tion. 
Corollary 2.4. ~ .H ~~faithful complex of order v !!!_ G ~ let 
G ~ order n where 1 ~ v ~ n. Then, the ~ complement Fe !!!_ G is !!!:. 
faithful complex of order (n-v) ~~~~given £l ~(H)= He establishes 
~ one-to-one correspondence between ~ ~ F" (G) ~ Fn-v (G). 
Proposition 2.5. Let G have order n. 
----
~ H is ~ faithful complex 
2f. ~ v in G if and only g_ (i) ~g. c. d. (v ,n) = 1 2!. (ii) the 
g. c. d. (v,n) = d > 1 ~!£!any nonzero subgroupS££ G there exists 
Proof. Suppose that H is a faithful complex of order v and that the 
g. c. d. (v,n) = d > 1. If there exists a nonzero subgroupS of G such 
that S + b : H for each b in H, then clearly H = U{S + a/aeH} and it fall-
ows that H is an unfaithful complex which is a contradiction. On the other 
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hand suppose that the g. c. d. (v ,n) ~ 1. Then by Theorem 2.4. every com-
plex of order v is faithful. Finally, if the g. c. d. (v ,n) = d > 1 and 
the condition stated in the proposition holds for H, then H cannot have a 
nonzero underlying subgroup. It follows by Theorem 2.1. that H must be a 
faithful complex and this completes the proof. 
For any g in G we define a permutation w on the underlying set of G g 
by wg(x) = x + g. Let 
(2.8) 
-Clearly O(G) is a subgroup of the symmetric group of all permutations of G 
and is isomorphic to G under the map g ~ w . g 
Let G1, G2, ···, Gm be finite additive abelian groups of orders s1 , 
m 
s2 , , sm respectively and let s = i~lsi 
product under the componentwise operation. 
m 
Let K = X G. be their direct 
i=l ~ 
For each i, (1 ~ i ~ m), let 
O(G.) be the symmetric group of orders.~ on the underlying set of G1. and ~ J. 
let 
(2.9) O(K) = ~ O(G.) "'{Cw1 , · · ·, w )/w.EO(G. )} i=l ~ m ~ 1 
be the direct product of the groups O(G.) under the camponentwise operation 
~ 
of functional composition. For any a= (a1, ···,am) inK and w = (w1, ···, wm) 
in O(K), we define w(a) = (w1(a1), wm(am)) and for any complex H of 
K we define w(H) = {w(h)/hEH}. Then for any g = (g1, ···, gm) inK the 
-permutation wg in O{K) is given by wg(a) =a+ g = (a1 + g1, ···,am+~), 
and clearly O(K) is a subgroup of O(K). For any a in O(K) we denote by 
- -O(K)a a right coset of O(K) in O(K) determined by a. 
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Le~.01 be any nonempty subset of O(K) and J a set of.:.:.canplexes of K of 
a given order v (1 $; v ~ s).. Let 
:. . . 
·----~····· .. ~--· .. 
Definition 2.5. We call the set 01*J the set generated by the action of 
01 on the,aet of complexes.$. If 01 = O(K) and l = [H}, we say that any two 
-
sets in O(K)*H are related ~!permutation, and if o1 = O(K)o: with O:EO(KL 
then we say that any two sets in O(K)a * H ~related £l~ translation. 
Given HECv(K), (1 ~ v ~ s), we now ask what are the sets ~ S Cv (K) 
-
which have the following two propert~es: (i) O(K)''~& = O(K)*H and (ii) if 1 
is any set such that 1 c C (K) with O(K)*T = O(K)*$, then Iii ~ lrl, that is, 
- v . 
what are the sets g c C (K) of least cardinality such that the class generated 
- v 
by the action of O(K) on H is the same as the class generated by the action 
-of O(K) on 11? 
Let R = (o:1, 
subgroup O(K) in O(G). 
on R by 
o: } be a set of representatives of right cosets of the 
r 
For H inC (K) and o:., o:. in R define a relation aH 
v J. J 
(2.11) o:. aH o:. if and only if there exists a g inK such that 
J. J 
w (o:.(H)) = o:.(H) . g J. J 
It is clear that oH is an equivalence relation on R. In the following theorem 
using the above notation we answer the question posed above. 
Tbeoyem. 2. 5. ( i) For an;y:_ a in O(K) ~~ H in Cv (K) the cardinali.:!:z 2f. 
the class generated E;L ~ action of the right coset O(K)o: 2!! ~ complex H 
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is ~ index ~the subgroup So:(H) (X), induced ~ H, .!,!! K. (ii) Let J . 
... [a1 {H),. • • •• ek(H)} where k .!,! the cardinality 2f. ~·quotient set p.J ITli 
~ f(3.1 .. · · · , .f3rl .!,! ! ~ of representatives, ~ .!2!!!! ~ equivalence 
class in R/ crH. ~ (a) O(K)*H = u {n(K)*B_1 (H) !1 ~ i ~ k} !!& ~union 
~ disjoint ~ (b) If T ~ any ~ of complexes contained in Cv (K) ~ 
that tt(K)*H = O{K)*1, the!! IBI~Irl . 
Proof. (i) Now by definition O(K)a*H = {wg(a(H))IgeK} • Hence 
w (a(H)) = w (a(H)) if and only if a{H) + g1 = a(H) + g_ , that is, if gl g2 -~ 
and only if g1 - g2 belongs to Sa(H)(K) . It follows that the cardinality 
of the set of complexes which are related by a translation to H is the index 
of the subgroup Sa(H)(K) inK, that is !O(K)a*HI = IK/sa(H)(K)! . (ii) Pick 
any H1 in O(!{)~~H . This implies that there exists an a in O(K) such that 
r ... 
H1 = a(H) • Now· 0(!<) = U O(K)a. and hence there exists i, (1 :IC i s:: r), i=l ~ 
and some geK such that a= w a . • Thus H1 ::: w a.(E). Now a.eR implies g ~ g ~ ~ 
a.crH~. for some j (1 ~ j s:: k}, that is, a.(H} = w (~.(H)) for some g1 in ~ J - ~ gl J 
K. Hence H1 = a(H) = w + (t3. (H) )eO(K)*~. (H) . It follows that g gl J J 
Q(K)*H ::= O(K)r.·; and since the reverse inclusion is clear, we have equality. 
Further suppose that for some i ~ j (1 ~ i, j s k), we have [O(K)*~.(H)] 
~ 
Then for some g1 , g2 inK we have that w (~.(H)) gl ~ 
::: w (~.(H)) . This immediately implies that ~.crH~. and this contradicts g2 J ~ J 
the choice of the t3. ( 1 s:: i s:: k) . Hence O(K)~~H is a disjoint union of 
~ 
the sets [O(K)'l~Si (H)] where (1 s i ~ k) . Next suppose that O(K)*H = O(K)*1 
for some 1 c C (K) . For t3. (H)d, where 1 s: i =' k, t3. (H) = a(H) for some 
- v ~ ~ 
a in O(K), and hence ~.(H)::: w (H.) for some H. in 1 and g1eK. Consider ~ gl ~ ~ 
the map~ from i into 1 which assigns to each S.(H) in J the complex H. in 
~ ~ 
T such that S.(H) = w (H.) for some gl inK. Suppose that ~(t3.(H)) =~(~.(H)) . ~ 
~ gl ~ ~ J 
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Then for some gl' g2 in K we have that p. (H) = w (H.) = w (H.) = 13. (H) • ~ gl ~ g2 J J 
This imm.~d~ate_~Y implies that pi ~Pj and hence by the choice of the p~s we 
must have that 131 =·13j. :·----~~~ce- the map cp is one-to-one and !g{ s !rl . 
This completes the proof. 
The following example illustrates some of the ideas in this section. 
It shows also that, in general,· under permutations from the group O(K) the 
properties of faithfuiness,·unfaithfulness and length for a complex H of K 
need not be preserved. '.• I 
= {0,1,2J3} be l:he four element cyclic group U.."lder addi-
tion nod. 4. Let K = c4 X c4 be the d:i.::.·e2t product of c4 with itself under 
the co:::-,p:-:.ne:~t·.~~.se •.r;~era:': j 0n, Let ( :!.. 'i f\ -:.: f (Co .• 0), ( 1 .• 2), (2, 0), ( 3, 2)} 
(ii) A, -· f(C>·:'), (~<.2), (l,O), (3,2)} and (iii) A0 = {(o,o), (1,3), (2,0), (3,3)}. 
J.. c;;_ • 
of lene-:th 1. 0:1 i .. he oJ,)J.8r hand, the seJcs A1 and A2 ·are not subgroups of K 
bu-1:-. c.::e ~Jc"!k"Js ell:' c::·se";.:; 'cel.onging to the s'..i.'\'>g:;:·o·,~:ps {(o,o), (2_,2)} and· 
r (0 0 ')· ('··) ~' \ •I 
' . . } ',_ } "' ) J Heney by ':"t.eo:·e21 2 .l. A1 and A2 are unfaith-
.sE.:Jgrcu:p ir/J.u;:-.cd by A~ is· ((o,o), (2:2)} 
.L 
whils"'. the cn~g'..·o·:.::.p ~-P.·:ks ,•d 't•y A.') is [ ( c, 0), ( 2, 0)} • C: :::or.s id c:-: ·:.~e permu-
'-
i ~s the iC!.e_,·t.ity 
Pe....,..,l+::cl·'-i o,... 'D C .,.,...d ,., ?"> 1·")·2 ). ~-,..,, -~wo c.,,,._·, es ··=· .;• .. -'·- · .. (.h ;4 ~·" \ -·-· i' ,,_ J c. .. ~ v ·J -- = A, and 
J.. 
p(A) :.: A,; s·::> ·c:)B.t a.) ~ :;:necE'r·uc ·t.he :prop8rty of 1:::.fo.ittfulness of .A in this 
'-
= ((o,o), I '"I 4 u,.]): vrh:i.ch is a fc..i:':'h~~ul co::n::.'Jlex of order • Hence 
w carries a.n unf'ai thful com:pJ..c:.;;: j_n~o a faj thfrC_ co':.plex shm:ing that, in 
general, permut.a.t.ions in the gi,oup O(K) need not preserve the property of 
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faithfulness or unfaithfulness. 
3. On counting the Jlumber of faithful and u.nfai thful complexes. 
Throughout this section the following notation will be used: (i) We will 
denote the order of the abelian group G by n and v will be a fixed number 
such that 1 ~ v s n. If X is any set, we will denote the cardinality of X 
by lx\. (ii) For any number q, 1 s q s n, such that q divides n, let Kq(G) 
denote the set of all subgroups of G of order q. When it is clear from 
the context which abelian group G is being considered, we shall write K q 
for Kq (G). For any m.:r(J:~ rs q1 , % such that 1 s q1 < ~ s n and for a 
given subgroup T E K let R(K ,T) ~ {S/SEK and Sis a subgroup ofT}, 
q2 ql ql 
if q1 divides q_,., e.nd, let R(K ,T) = rJ otherwise. Further, let 1jrG(q.) c::. q 1 
= lK I and let 1!1 0 (:i··: /::) = l:q(K ,T) l . Note that 1\IG ( q1 ,T) = 0 if q1 does q J - ql 
not divide (iL) ::!'u~ any numbers s and t, (1 s s, t s n), we define 
the set X11 (K ) = {H/HE U (G), H has length t and an underlying subgroup h,v s v 
SEK }, that is, the set of all unfaithful complexes of ordervand length~ 
s 
which have an underlying subgroup of order s. Since the number v is fixed 
throughout this section we will write X11 (K ) for X, (K ) ~ s ~,v s Siwilarly ':le 
,.,rite X~(S) for the set x2,v(S) defined by (2.7). 
We introduce a binary relation~ in the set of complexes of order~, 
namely in Cv (G), as follows: 
(3.1) H1 T H2 if and only if there exists a g in G such that wg(H1) 
= H2 where wg is the mapping introduced in (2.8). 
It is clear that T is an equivalence relation on C (G). In this section we 
v 
will consider restrictions of~ to various subsets of Cv(G). When no con-
fusion is likely as to the group Gin question we will write Fv' Uv' and Cv 
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respectively for the sets F (G), U (G), Cv(G) and we· will denote the corre-
v v 
sponding quotient sets by Fv/T, Uv/T, and Cv/~ respectively. 
We denote an equivalence class under T by [H) . Then, we have 
T 
clearly that 
(3.2) O(G)*H = [H]T ' 
that is, the class [H] consists of complexes of order v which are related 
T 
by translation to H, indeed, [H] = {H'/H'EC, H' = H + g, geG} • Further, T V 
it is clear that [H] belongs to exactly one of F I or Uv/ according as H 
T V T · T 
belongs to Fv or Uv respectively. 
Let J = {H1, H2, ···,He} be a set of representatives one from each 
equivalence class of the quotient set Cv/T . Then, clearly, J is the set 
with the smallest cardinality such that O(G)~~J = C (G), that is, (a) C (G) 
v v 
= {H. + g/1 ~ i ~ c, geG} and (b) if O(G)*T = C (G) for some set T c C (G) 
1 v - v 
then IJ\ s IT\ · 
The main objectives in this section are the following: 
(1) We provide recursive formulae which give the cardinality of the set of 
unfaithful complexes of order v which have a prescribed length and underlying 
subgroup. In general these fo~ulae require knowing the cardinalities of 
the sets of all subgroups of G of a given order containing, respectively 
contained in, a fixed subgroup of G. 
(2) In the special case such that (i) G is a cyclic group or (ii) G is a 
direct product, G = ( C X • .. XC ) X ( C X • • · XC ) X • .. X ( C X • · · XC ) 
P1 P1 P2 Pq Pm Pm 
where Cp1 ' ( 1 s i ~ m), is a cyclic group of order pi and p1, p2, ···, pm 
are distinct primes we show that the formulae mentioned in (1) reduce to 
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recursive formulae which allow one to calculate the cardinality c of the 
quotient set C / . Hence we have a method in the case G has the particular 
v 't' 
forms indicated to cam,pute the cardinality of the set J of complexes satis-
fying the properties (a) and (b) mentioned above. In the general case, that 
is, for an arbitrary abelian group G, the cardinality c of the quotient set 
Cv/'t' could be similarly computed if the cardinalities of the sets of subgroups 
of a given order containing, respectively contained in, a fixed subgroup of 
G are known. 
(3) We state a formula given in Raktoe and Federer [1971] which connects the 
cardinalities of the sets U {G); , F {G); , and C (G); for the special 
V 't' V .T V 't" 
case where G is a direct product, G = C X··· XC where for each i, 
. sl st 
(1 sis t), s. = p0 , p is a fixed prime and C a cyclic group of order sJ.. J. si 
and v = t(p0 - 1) + 1. We show by an example that, in general, the R-F 
formula is false. We then provide necessary and sufficient conditions under 
which the R-F formula holds. 
We begin by providing the basic setting in which the results of this 
section will be formulated. 
Suppose that the g. c. d. (v,n) = 1 and let D = [d1, d2 , •· ·, dt} , 
L = {kmi: 1 ~ i s t) be the sets introduced in (2.2) and (2.3). Recall 
that 1 < d1 < d2 < ··· < dt' and dt = d, and d =midi for each i (1 ~ i ~ t). 
Set b. = km., (1 s i ~ t). Then by Proposition 2.3. the various possible 
J. J. 
lengths for unfaithful complexes of order v occur amongst the set 
(b1 , b2 , ···, bt). Let r 1 = ~ 1 , (1 sis t), and set rt = r, .bt =b. 
Note that b1 > b2 > · · · > bt · 
Lemma 3.1. For each i, (1 ~ i ~ t), ~~the following: (a) The 
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~ ~ ( S) ~ precisely ~ set ~ all unfaithful complexes ~ order v and 
1 
length bi which~ induced subgroup S if 2 only i! the order .2!, S.!!, di 
(b) The ~ ~1 (Kd1 ) = U {~1 (S)/SeKd 1}!!!!! ~set ~_!.!pairwise ~­
joint. ±!!particular~~~~ (Kd 1 ) is precisely~~ 2f. ~unfaithful 
complexes 2f. order v ~ length b i :!!hich have !:!! induced subgroup of £rder 
di • (c) If He~ 1 (S), where S _!.! !£.~ nonzero subgroup £! G, ~ [H],. 
~ ~ (S) . 
1 
Proof. (a) Assume that S is the induced subgroup for any unfaithful 
complex He~ (s) . 
1 
Since H has length b., we have by Theorem 2.3. that \HI 
J. 
~ b1 \sl . It follows that \sl =d. since v = \H\ = b.d. • On the other J. J. J. 
hand suppose that \s\ =d .• 
J. 
Choose any HeXb (s) . 
1 
Then H has length b . 
J. 
and underlying subgroup s. This implies that \HI = .£IS\ = M1 for a sui table 
number J. • But J. = b . and I HI = b . d . • Hence, by Theorem 2. 3. S is the 
J. J. J. 
induced subgroup of H. (b) Select He~ (~ ) . Then the unfaithful complex 
1 1 
H has length bi and an underlying subgroup S of order di • But by part (a), 
S is the induced subgroup for H and hence Xb {Kd ) consists precisely of 
1 f 
all unfaithful complexes of length b. which have induced subgroup of order 
J. 
d. • The set equality mentioned in part (b) of the Lemma is clear. We 
J. 
now check to see if the union is disjoint. Suppose that S and T are distinct 
subgroups of order di and that H€(~ 1 (S) n Xb 1 (T)) • Then it follows from 
part (a) that S and T are both induced subgroups of H. By Theorem 2.2. 
this means that S = T a contradiction to the choice of S and T . (c) Select 
H€Xb 1 (S) . Then there exist elements s1, s2, ···, sb1 inS such that 
H = (S + s1) U ··· U (S + sb ), a disjoint union. But for any gin G we 
1 
have that H + g = (S + s1 +g) U ··• U (S + sb +g) which is again a dis-
1 
joint union. Hence (H + g) e X (S) and thus [H] S X (S) • This completes 




Uv = U {~ (Kd ) 
t 1 
The ~ £f. all unfaithful complexes ~ order v , namely, l 1 s i s t} ~ ~ ~ union ~pairwise disjoint. 
Proof. Suppose that H€U 
v 
By Corollary 2.3. H has a unique length, 
say t . From Proposition 2.3. it follows that t =b. for exactly one i 
~ 
(1 ~ i s t) • Hence HEXb (Kd ) . Thus the set equality is established. 
1 i 
Moreover X (K ) n X (K ) =¢for iF j ' since then b; fo bJ., so that 
' ·o1 d1 o 3 d 3 ... 
if H lies in the intersection H would have two different lengths contradicting 
Corollary 2.3. This completes the proof. 
~~~ 3..!.1· Fo!'_ ~~£~ i, ( 1 .z;; i ~ t) , ~'2~. ~ ~i v~ subgroup S of G such 
that lsi= di, J.e!_Di(s) }?~:thl'! ~~i2f ~lY.~'?~~Ltl:1!,ll complexes of length 
'.J'hen w~ have that 
(3.3) 
!'"Ee~..E:.!?..:S ~~-~- j, (i + l ~ j ~ t), the~ {Tjl' Tj 2 , •··, TjxJ} }E. the set 
of_ ~~12. su~€'£.?~£S_ 9.f o:;.~d<;E. dj ~£1:i.C:~ contain S. Mo!'~E_, thil! .E_e:preeentation 
o:t:_ D.; (s) ~ ~ ~j?- u~~,~~- is ~:.~-~!2:_~ dis.ioin~. 
Proof. Let D1 denote i..he set union on the right in (3.3). By Lemma 
3 .1. pa!'t (b) we knmv that the set union n1 is pairwise disjoint. Suppose 
that E<::D1 Then eHbe~· REX. (s) or HEX- (T. ) for ex2.ctly one j and one y o1 ·oj JY 
such that i + 1 ~ j ~ t, 1 ~ y < x. • If HE~- (s), then clearly liED.(S) by 
J u1 ~ 
deftni tion of the set D. ( S ).ll Ik:Xb (T. ) , then H is a disjoint union of 
~ J JY 
cosets belonging to Tjy . Since Tjy contains S, it follows that H is a dis-
joint :.:u1ion of cosets belonging to S so that S underlies H . Hence 
HED.(S) . On the other hand suppose that H£D.(S) . Then by Corollary 2.3. 
~ ~ 
H has a unique length t and by Proposition 2.3. we must have that t = bj 
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for exactly one j ( i :s: j ~ t). Suppose that T is the inauced subgroup for 
H. By Theorem 2.2. it follows, since S underlies H, that S S T atld by Lemma 
3 .1. :part (a) that IT I = dj • Hence HEXb (T) = n1 , that is, HeD1 . Thus j 
Di(S) = D1 and this completes the :proof. 
Lemma 3.4. ~ T ~ ~ subgroup ~ G .£f. order dj ~ let i be any 
number ~ ~ 1 :s: i < j :s: t • ~ unfaithful complex HeXbJ (T) gives _ 
rise to exactl;r o/G (di, T) = IR(Kd ,T) I representations .£f. H ~ disjoint 
i 
unions !2f. cosets belonging ~ ~ subgroup £f. .2!:_d~ di . ~ ~ total 
. ' 
number .£f. distinct representations .£!. ~members £!·"the ~ ~3 (KdJ) ~ __ 
disjoint~ unions of cosets_belonging.~ subgroups S £f. order di ~given 
~G(d) 
£l. !: wG(d.,T. ) lx:. (T. >I 'where JT. I 1 :s; y =' 'tG(d.)} is the set of y=l l. JY --b.! JY l.. JY J - - - -
all subgrOU£S of G of order d .• 
- - - J 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2. we know that He~ (T) has a nonzero underlying 
j 
subgroup S if and only if S ~ SH where SH is the subgroup induced by H. By 
Lemma 3.1. we have, since ITI =d. , that SH = T Hence H has as many dis-
.J 
tinct representations as a disjoint union of cosets belonging to some sub-
group S of order d. as there are subgroups S c T of order d. . Thus H 
l. - l. 
gives rise to 'l.rG(di,T) representations with underlying subgroup of order 
di. By Lemma 3.1, part (b), we know that~.! (Kd3 ) = U {Xb, (Tjy)ll$Y:s;'tG(dj)} 
and that this union is pairwise disjoint. It now follows immediately that 
the total number of representations of the members of the set Xb (Kd ) in 
.! j 
terms of underlying subgroups of order d. is given by 
l. 
wG<aj) 
E wG(d., T. ) lx- (T. )I y=l 1 JY -oJ JY This completes the :proof. 
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We now in the next result derive a recursive formula giving the cardi-
nality of the set of complexes of order ~ and length L which have a fixed 
subgroup S as their induced subgroup. 
Theorem 3.1. For~ i, ( 1-.;; is t), the cardinality of~ set of 
all unfaithful complexes of order v and length b. which have an induced 
--- - --- - ~ --==~ 
subgrou_£ S of order di' ~ ~' ~ cardinalitY.£!. the set ~s (S) where S 
is ~ subgro~ of order di , ~ ~iven E1, ~ follow·ing recursive formula: 
For i = t ~ ~ dt = d, bt = b ~ rt = r ~ have 
(3.4) 
and for 1 ~ i ~ t-1 we have 
(3.5) 
t X. I~ ( s) \ = c~ i - L ~J I~ ( T . ) \ 
1 1 j=i+l y=l .1 JY 
where for each j, (i + 1 ~ j ~ t), (T. , ···, T. ) is the set of all sub-
-- Jl JXJ ------
groups of G of order d. which containS • 
---- J-
Proof. Note that by Lemma 3.1., since lsi =d., that X (s) is the set ~ -01 
of all unfaithful complexes of order v and length b. with induced subgroup 
~ 
s. Suppose that i = t . Then S has order dt = d and index rt = r • Hence 
there are C~ possible unions of b distinct cosets from the cosets of S. 
Select one such union of b cosets, say H = (S + a1) U •·· U (S + ~) . We 
claim that H has length b • Let SH be the subgroup induced by H . Then by 
Theorem 2.2. we have that S ~ SH and thus d = lsi ~ IsH! . But by Proposi-
tion 2.2. we have that IsH! divides d • It follows then that S = SHand 
~ = kd = (kmt)dt = btlsHI = blsHI • Hence by Theorem 2.3. we have that H 
has length b, that is, HE~(S) • Thus we have that l~(s)l = C~ and (3.4) 
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is established. Let lsi s t- land let D.(S) be the set introduced in 
~ 
Lemma 3·3· Then S has order di and index ri so that the cardinality of the 
set of all unfaithful complexes of order v and underlying subgroup S is 
r. 
cb~' that is, !ni(s)l 
1 
Since t!le representa-t.ion for D. (S) given in 
1. 
(3-3) is a ::,>airwise disjoint t~nion, it foll.Oi<TS i..'"'liD.ediately using (3.3) that 
r. t x. 
ln.(s)[ = C~1 = lxb (s)l + E ~J lxb (TJ.,,)i and (3.5) follows by rearrange-~ "! i j=i+l y;l j J 
ment. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.2. ~each i, (l s: i ~ t), ~cardinality of the set of~ 
unfai_·~~ful comple~E_ of order v and length bi which ~!:!!. induced subgroup 
of order di' that_ is, the cardinality £f. th~ ~ X1, 1 (Kd 1 ) is given £l, the 
following recursive for:.nula: For i = t, ~ ~ dt = d, bt = b and rt = r: 
and for i such that l s i s t - 1: 
(3. 7) 
where (T. I l $ y ~ o/G(d.)} is the set of all subgroups of G of order d. JY J -·---- - -- ·J 
and lx (T. )I (i + l s j ~ t) is given bv (3.4) and (3.5). 
-ol JY - -- .::.>!.. -
Proof. By Lemma 3.1., part (b), we have that Xb(Kd) = U[Xl,(S)jSEKd} 
_and that this union is pairwise disjoint. Hence IXb(Kd)l = ~!Xb(s)l where 
we sum over all SEKd • By (3.4), !Xl,(S)I = C~ for any SEKd It follows 
immediately that IXb(Kd)l = ~G(d) C~ and formula (3.6) is established. Now 
choose any i such that l s i ~ t - l . There are o/G(di) subgroups of G 
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r. 
of order d. and each such subgroup S produces C 1 unfaithful complexes whose 
1 bf 
underlying S'.l~grmJ.}C iG S . He~J.CE: t::e toto.l r:.mrber of unfaithful C!omplexes 
r. 
of order v 
Le:nr:J.s. 3 . 4 . 
' ( \ 1fa,::l..;/ 
for ee~n j, (i + 1 ~ j s 
l ~ S 1'' I r., ) ,., 
J.· 'JG\''i '-"b 1 Now by 
_,_ \ 




-· y=-<l of c:rc.c,r v ·which have 
plexes of o!.'.h.:r v 1vU.c~:'- h:rre e.~ '.illdc:·J.~"-L-l;?; sv'cgraup of order d. from amongst 
1 
r.· 
the -~r ''"'.;' ; ' ' 1' / r'i \ C J. f • • • ., - 1 f d 1.. • h h d 
" .l:•·)•"'•'-0-'-'· 1,1 .. ,·, "'·' 1 .•. un 2.":.\,LY::uJ.. C<XiJ:l.l.E":{es o. or er v w.~1lC ave an un er-
'". .L ·J i 
lying m:.bgr.m;_p of ordE::r di ; whi::h leaves us lri th only those unfaithful 
comple1~e.~ \Jf' ... .Jse l.er~.gth i.s b., the:t is, 
l 
1v (·•r \I 
'"· J.l..d ) I -
' D1 i . 
ri t 
~G(d..)Cb - f.. N. 
l i j:-:i+l J 
Hence forwu1a ( 3. 7) is ed·~a.b::.J.sl:ed and this cor:rpletes the :proof. 
For each i, (1 ~ i ~ t), let c. = iY.,__ (Kd ); I , that is, let c. be 
J. ui i "r 1 
the number of e(p<ivalencc classes into whiC!h the set ~ (Kd ) is decomposed 
1 i 
under the ::-ela.tioi.1 -r • He let c. = 0 in case X. (Kd ) = ¢ . 




v , ~.!:P!4:~ b i ~E£. ].:.?.~Y-'2.:2.9~ ~s_g.QI?.£23~. ')Z ~r-de_:r:_ di, ~.:.;1-c.J:!. ~Xl:.l -~~~:_ate the set 
~ (Kd ) ~!de£ t~- ~_::.-:;j_~l2. -~f. G(G) J.:Q. £:3!~ QY. t- b~ (Kd ) I . 
i i 1 1 1 
Proof. 
d. By Lemma 3 .1., :p.s.~t (b) C:.i.1d. pA.l~t (c), we hc.·re clsa:::-ly that 
1. 
= 
:::: U (v (0 ) 
"'n.. \u.;., /~ \. oi .J.J . , 
~G(~_.) 
~ . ' 
Hence c. 
]. 
;s 1x~ (s~.J; I y=l ·o 1 .L:J 'f For each su~group S of order di let z 8 
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Pick any HE~ (S) ; then as remarked in (3.2) we have that [H] = O(G)*H and 
-01 T 
by Lemma 3.1., [H] c ~ (S) and Sis the subgroup induced by H, that is, T - -0 1 
. G 
Hence by Theorem 2.5., ![H] I =I lsi = r .. It follows that T J. 
IXl, (s)l 
1 
= x8 ri , so that x8 = IX1, 1 (s)l-rl = ; 1 1~ 1 (s)f . Hence 
~G(di) 1 1 
c.= E --- ~~ (S. )I =--- 1~ (Kn )!, for by Lemma 3.1. ~ (Kd) J. y=l ri 1 J.y ri -o1 ·1 -oi 1 
= u{X1,1 (siy) I 1 ~ y ~ ta(di)}, the union being pairwise disjoint. This 
completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.1. ~cardinality of ~ quoti~nt set Uvl-r is given E;[ 
l 1_ 1~ (Kd )j where for each i, (1 s i ~ t), the number 1~ (Kd )I is i=l r i -0 1 1 -- -0 1 1 
given £i[ the recursive formulae (3.6) ~ (3. 7). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2. and Lemma 3.1., part (c), it follows that luI I 
V T 
t 
= .~ I~ (Kd )/ I J.=l -0\ 1 T 
and this completes the proof. 
Theorem 3·4. ~ cardinality_ f of the quotient set F,J! T is given £;y_ 
(3.8) 
- t -; 
f = !.len - ~ c . r . ! = !. [en - I u I J 
n v ~ J. J. 1 n v v i=l 
..... 
~' in particular, ~ set consisting 2£ faithful complexes ~ order v one 
!!£!~equivalence class in Fv/-r which generate~~ Fv under~ action 
-.£!.~group O(G) has cardinality f , given !:&:, formula (3.8). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5. if HEF then ![H) I = ln(G)*HI = n. Hence V T 
IFvl = fn wh~re f = IFv/-rl . Further if HEX1, (Kd ), then by Theorem 2.5. 
1 1 
j[HJ~I = IG/ SH I = ri for the subgroup induced by H has order di . Since 
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ci = 1~ 1 (Kd1 )/ and each equivalence class in Xb 1 (Kd1 ) has cardinality ri' 
it follows that !x (Kd )I = c.r .. Then by Lemma 3.2. we have that lu I 
-01 1 ~ ~ v 
t 
= . E fx (Kd )j = ~=1 -0 1 1 
t 
l: c.r. 
i=l ~ ~ 
Since levi =en and C = F U U is a disjoint 
v v v \1 
t 
union, lc I =en= IF I + lu I = fn + E c.r., and formula (3.8) is obtained 
v \1 v \1 i=l ~ ~ 
by rearrangement. This completes the proof. 
(3.9) 
Corollary 3.2. ~cardinality c £[the quotient ~ Cv/T is given £l 
1 ,. en c =-





+ L ci 
i=l 
where for~ i, (1 ~is t), c. = L lx (Kd )I ~~number \X (Kd )I ~ ri -oi i -ot t 
~given by the recursive formulae (3.6) ~ (3.7). ~' in particular, 
~set consisting of complexes 2f. order v, ~~~equivalence class 
J:n. Cv/T which generates ~of Cv under~ action.£!.~ group O(G), has 
cardinality c given 2l (3.9). 
Proof. Note that since C = F U U, a disjoint union, we have immedi-
v \1 \1 
ately that lcv/TI = IFv/T) + !Uv/TI, using Lemma 3.1., part (c). Now using 
Theorem 3.4. and Corollary 3.1. we immediately obtain formula (3.9). This 
completes the proof. 
In the next result we obtain a formula which counts the number of com-
plexes of order v which contain the zero element of G. 
Theorem 3. 5 . ( i) The number ~ unfaithful camplexe s of ~ v ( v ~ 2) 
t 
in G which contain the zero element of G is given bv E c.b. . (ii) The 
- - - - - .;;L i=l ~ ~ 
number ~ faithful complexes £f. order v (v ~ 2) in G which contain ~ ~ 




-~ .. .. 
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complexes of order v (v ;;;:: 2) in G ~ c.~ntain the lli2 of G _!!given & 
t t n-1 
!: c. b. + fv ~ !!!_ particular !: c . b . + fV = C • i=l ~ ~ i=l ~ ~ v-1 
Proof. (i) Pick any unfaithful complex H in Uv containing the zero ele-
ment of G. Then by Lemma 3.2., HE~ {Kd ) for exactly one i (l ~is t) • 
1 1 
Thus there exists a group S of order d. which is the group induced by H such 
~ 
that H = S U (S + a1 ) U • • • U (s + ~ _1), a disjoint union·; Clearly the 
1 
sets H, H + (-a1), H + (-a2), ···, H + {-~ _1) are all distinct; otherwise, 
1 
in case H + (-ai) = H + {-aj), it follows that aj - ai E S = SHand thus 
S +a. = S +a., a contradiction to the choice of the a. . Further these 
~ J ~ 
sets H, H + (-a1 ), ···, H + (-~1 _1 ) all belong to [H]~. Hence there are 
exactly b~ sets in each equivalence class [H] which contain the zero of G. 
~ ~ . 
Now by definition c. = 1~ (Kd ); J and hence it follows that there are 
' . l. -0 1 1 ~ 
exactly c.b. unfaithful complexes in~ (Kd ) which contain the zero of G. ~ ~ -0 1 t 
. . ' t 
Using Lemma 3.2. we immediately obtain that there are · r c.b. unfaithful 
. i=l ~ l. 
complexes of order v containing the zero element of G. (ii) Pick any H 
in Fv, and suppose H = {a1 , a2 , ···, av}. Then clearly the sets H + (-a1 ), 
H + (-a2), ···, H + (-av) are all distinct, since His faithful, and each 
contains the zero element of G. Hence in each equivalence class [H] with 
~ 
H in F. there are precisely v faithful complexes of order v each containing 
\1 
the zero of G . Since IFv;~l = f, it follows that there are precisely fv 
faithful complexes of order v in G containing the zero element of G, and 
(ii) is established. Finally consider the. set G' = G - (0} where 0 is the 
zero element of G • n-1 There are exactly Cv :-l sets of order "JJ -1 in G' . If 
v ;;;:: 2 then each of these sets is nonempty and lacks the zero of G • Adding 
the zero element of G to each of these sets gives c~:i sets of order v in G 
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containing the zero element of G. t n-1 It follows that E c.b. + fv = C • i=l ]. ]. v -1 
Corollary 3· 3· !f. the ~· .£· ~· (v ,n) = 1 and v :o:: 2 the Uv = ¢ ~ ~ 
cardinality f.£!. the quotient ~ Fv/-r ~ f = f C~=~ • !f. v = 1, ~ f = 1 . 
.!!!. particular if the~·.£·~· (v,n) = 1, then v divides c~=~ ~ n divides 
en . 
v 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4. we know that if the g. c. d. (v,n) = 1 that 
Uv = ~ . Hence if v :o:: 2 the formula given in Theorem 3.5. reduces to fv 
= cn-11 and thus f = l:. cn-l If v = 1 it is clear that f = 1 . Also in v- y v -1 
the case that the g. c. d. (v,n) = 1 formula (3.8) reduces to f =!en so 
n v 
that n divides Cn • This completes the proof. 
v 
Suppose that K is an abelian group such that K is a direct product, 
a 
K = X C., where for each i ( 1 s i ~a) C1. is a cyclic group and the order i=l ]. 
of each C. is a fixed prime p . Then IKI = pa • The following formula giving 
J. 
the number of subgroups of K of order p~ is well known, for example, see 
Carmichael [1956]: 
(3.10) 
In the next result G will stand 
0 
or an abelian group of order n of the 
( a ~-1) p -p 
( ~ ~-1) p -p 
for either a cyclic group of order n 
form G = (c x · · · xc ) x ( C x · · · 
o P1 P1 P2 
x ··• x (c x ··· xc ) where for each i, (1 ~ i ~ m), C is a cyclic group Pm Pm P1 
of order pi' p1, •.. , pm are distinct primes and the group Cp1 occurs ai 
times. Thus in this case n = p~1 p~ ~~m 
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Then 
it is clear that the number of subgroups of G of orders= p~ 1 p~~ •·• p~m 
o 1 2 m 
is the number tG (s) =+a (p~1 1 ) fG (p~2•) •·· ' (p~m) where v (p~t} i~ o l I Gm m Gt ~ 
given b¥ the formula (3.10). 
Note further that any two subgroups of G of the same order are iso-
o 
morphic. For each i, (1 s i ~ t), let S. be a subgroup of G of order d. 
~ 0 ~ 
and for any j such that 1 :s: i < j s t let *a (d. ,s.) = a.. • Then by the 
0 ~ J ~J 
remark just made if T is any subgroup of a of order d . we have immediately 
0 J 
that *a (d.,S.) =*a (d.,T) =a .. for each i, j (1 s i < j s t) • In the 
0 ~ J 0 ~ ~J 
next result we show that the for,mulae (3.6) and (3.7) reduce to formula~ 
involving the numbers a .. in the case the· group a has the form of a 
~J 0 
Theorem 3. 6. [2!: ~~c;;h, i ( 1 s i S t) th!t card i.na.l i +;;r of !ill:_ set 2f ill 
subgro~ ~ order di ~ giYen !?z ~ followiES_ for::nul~: 
dt = d, bt·= b ~ rt = r , 
(3.11) 
and for 1 ~ i :s;; t - 1 
r. 
(3.12) lx (Kd )I =*a (d.) c ~ 
-0 1 i 0 ~ bi 
and a .. = '''a (d. ,sj) . 
- ~J 'I' 0 ~ 
For i = t so that 
--
Proof. Since formula (3.6) holds for an arbitrary group a it holds 
for the case G = a as well. Hence (3.11) follows from (3.6) with a re-
o 
placed by a . Next let i be any number such that 1 ~ i ~ t- 1. We have· 
0 
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seen above that if T is any subgroup of order d., (i + l s j s t), then 
J 
wG (d.,S.) = o/G (d.,T) =a ..• Hence in this case formula (3.7) reduces 
0 J. J 0 J. l.J 
to IXb, (Kd 1 ll =+a, (di) ~: _ j=f+laij l*~:dj)IXb,(Tjy)ll. Since by 
Lemma 3.1. X (Kd ) = U {x (T. )ll s y-s o/G (d.)}, a disjoint union, we 
-o 3 J -o J JY o J 
have immediately that lx (Kd )! = ~1x (T. )I and formula (3.12) is 
-o 3 3 -o 3 JY 
established. This completes the proof. 
We illustrate some of the ideas developed thus far in this section with 
the following example: 
7 Let G = X C. be the di::::-ect product of seven cyclic 
i::.:l J. 
groups C. each of order 2 . Then I G I = n = 128 , Let v = 8 so that the 
J. 
g. c. d. (v ,n) = d = 8 . Hence the set of d:lyism·s of d dis-t;inct from l 
are D = (2,4,8} • Let d1 = 2, d2 ::. 4, :13 :.:: 8, -thoa b1 = 4, b2 = 2, b3 = l 
so that the set L = (1,2,4}, and r1 = 64, r 2 = 32) and r 3 = 16 . Let s1 
and s2 be subgroups of G of orders 4 and 8 respectively. Using formula (3.10) 
we no-vr have that (i) 1J!G(2) = 127, wG(4) == 2667, 'ltG(B) = 11,811 and that 
(ii) wG(2,S1) = 3, o/G(4,s2) = 7, 1a(2,s2) = 7 Now using Theorem 3.6. the 
number of unfaithful complexes of length 1 is lx1(Kd)J = lx1(K8)j = 1J!G(8)ci6 
The number of unfaithful complexes of length 2 is lx2(K4)1 = (o/0(4)) c~2 
- [wG(B) ci6Jwa(4,s2) = 0 • The number of unfaithful complexes of length 
4 is !x4(K2)j ~ o/G(2) C~4 - lx2(K4)lwG(2,S1) - lx1(Ks)lwG(2,S2) = 79,369,920 · 
Hence using Lemma 3.2. the total number of unfaithful complexes of order 8 , 
that is, lu8 ! = lx1(Kg)l + lx2(K4)1 + lx4(K2)1 = 79,558,896 . Using formula 
(3.8) of Theorem 3.4. the cardinality f of the quotient set Fv/T is 
f = 1~8 [c~28 - lusl] = 11,168,930,418 . Using Corollary 3.1. the cardi-
lx1 (K8) I lx2 (K4) I lx4 (K2 ) J 
nali ty u of the quotient set u8; T is u = l6 + 32 + 64 
= 1,251,966 . Finally using formula (3.9) of Corollary 3.2. the cardinality 
c of the quotient set c81 T is c = f + u • 11,170,182,384 . Hence if one 
selects c sets one from each equivalence cl~ss in c8/T the resulting set is the 
set of least cardinality such that the action of O(G) on it generates all 
Paik and Federer [1970] proposed the name "generator" for both faith-
ful and unfaithful complexes of a group and this term was subsequently used 
by Raktoe and Federer (1971]. We have departed in this paper fr~m this 
terminology because the term generator has a distinct meaning in group 
theory. Raktoe and Federer [1971] gave the following formula relating the 
cardinalities of C , F , and U 
v v v 
(3.13) 
t 
where (1) G = X C , a direct product of t cyclic groups C , each of order 
i=l 8 1 8 t 
s. = s and s = s. = p0 for each i, p is a fixed prime, and a ~ 1 is a fixed 
1. 1. 
number, (2) v = t(s-1) + 1, (3) a= index of a subgroup of order v, and 
(4) f = cardinality of the quotient set Fv/T 
The theory developed thus far shows that the R-F formula is not true 
in general, since the formula assumes that all unfaithful complexes of 
order v are of length one, that is, it assumes that all unfaithful complexes 
of order v are subgroups of G or cosets belonging to a subgroup of G of 
order v • Since unfaithful complexes of length other than one do exist in 
general, it is clear that the number f in formula (3.13) merely provides an 
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upper bound to the cardinality of F I . A comparison of formula (3.13) 
v 1' 
with formula (3.8) which gives the cardinality of F I illustrates that 
v 1' 
those unfaithful complexes of order v and length other than one have not 
been taken into account in formula (3.13). We now present a counter exam-
ple to formula (3.13) by exhibiting an unfaithful complex of length other 
than one in a particular case. 
Example 3. 2. 5 . Let G = X C. be the direct product of cycll.C groups Cl.. i=l l. 
where for each i, C. l. = {0,1) under addition mod. 2. Hence in this case 
s t = 25 and v = 6 . Since there are no subgroups of order six in G, we have 
6 . 
that ta(6) = 0 so that according to formula (3.13) f(25) = C~ which implies 
that 25 = 32 divides c~2 . This, however, is impossible. Further there are 
unfaithfl.ll complexes of order six. For example, take H {<o,o,o,o,o), (l.,o,o,o,o), 
(O,l,O,O,O), (1,1,1,1,1), (0,1 1 1 1 1,1), (1,1,0 ,0 ,o )} s.'ben H ia U.n U!!.'f:'~1tMW. o:t:im- e 
plex of length threa vhotw uniq,uo indu.oeCl oubg:oup ic {<o,~,,o,o,.o),(l"O,o.,.o,o)} 
We now give necessary and sufficient conditions under which the formula 
(3.13) holds where we remove the restriction placed on v as given in (2) and 
t allow v to be any given number such that 1 s v s s . The following lemmas 
will be useful. 
Lemma 3. 5. Suppose ~ C s = { 0,1, 2, . · · , s-1} is ! cyclic group under 
addition mod. s ~ ~ s = po, ~ p.!!! ;erime ~a.!! any number~ 
~ a > 1 • ~ !2!, each i, 1 < i < a, there exists !!:!!. unfaithful complex 
i 
-
of order p and length p in C . 
- - - s 
Proof, Let K be the cyclic 
pa-i+l, that is, K = {m po.-i+l/0 
subgroup of C 8 
i-1} <mSp . 
i-1 
of order p generated by 
Since i > 1, we have that 
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I I i-1 1 K = p ~ l so that K is a nonzero subgroup of C . 
s 
Since a > 1, the 
set of positive numbers S = {1,2, ···, p-1} less than~ are all distinct 




order of each element of K divides p and since i < a, we have that 
S n K = ¢ . Hence for any i,j in S we have that the cosets K + i, K + j 
are distinct. Let H = K U (K + l) U ··· U (K + (p-1)) . Then His a dis-
joint union of p cosets belonging to K and hence by Theorem 2.1. H is an 
unfaithful complex ~f order pi . Further H must have length p . Otherwise, 
since by Proposition 2.2. the order of the underlying subgroup K of H must 
divide the order of the subgroup induced by H . This means since H has 
i i-1 
order p and K has the order p that H must have length one. But then 
since H contains the zero element of C , it must be a subgroup of C of 
s s 
i 
order p This is a contradiction since H contains S and each element of 
S generates Cs 
m 
Ler::z:.a 3. 6. Let G = X C be ~ direct product of cyclic groups Cs of 
i=l s1 1 
a 
order si where for each i, 1 ~ i ~ m, si = s = p , p ~ fixed prime and a 
any number such that a > 1 Suppose that m > 1 . Then !£!:. any k, 
1 ~ k < m, there exists ~ unfaithful complex of order sk and ~ unfaithful 
k 
complex of~ s p in G ~of length p . 
m=l 
Proof. Since m > 1, we can write G = G1 X Cs' where G1 = XC i=l s1 
k k-1 a-1 Case 1. Suppose v = s Select a subgroup K of G1 of order s p 
This is possible since 1 ~ k ~ m- 1 and !G1 ! = sm-l . Since a> 1, K is a 
nonzero subgroup of G1 Let K1 = K X {0} where we denote by 0 the zero 
elements of both G1 and Cs Then K1 is a nonzero subgroup of G • Let 
S = ((o,o), (0,1), ···, (O,p-1)} be the subset of G ~ G1 X Cs where the first 
component of each element of S is the zero of G1 . Then, clearly, K1 n S 
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= {<o,q)}, and since a> 1, the elements in S are all distinct elements of 
G. Let H = K1 U (K1 + (0,1)) U .~. U (K1 + (O,p)), that is, a set union o~:. 
cosets of K1 with representatives from S . Then by Theorem 2.1., H: is an 
.·· ... 
unfaithful complex; since the cosets are pairwise distinct the order of H 
is sk Further, H has length p . Otherwise, since the underlying subgroup 
k-1 a-1 . . K1 of H has order s p and s~nce H conta~ns the zero element of G, H 
must be a subgroup of order sk . This implies that the set T = rx I 0 ~ X s p-1} 
consisting of the last components of each element of H is a subgroup of C . 
s 
This, however, is impossible since each element of T generates the group C 
and since a > 1 the order of C is larger than p . 
s 
k Hence H has order s 
and length p . 
Case 2. k Suppose v = s p . k Select a subgroup K of G1 of order s . 
This is possible since 1 s k s m - 1 . Now proceed exactly as in case 1 
to complete the proof. 
s 
Lemma 3·7. Let G = G1 x G2 ~~direct product 2f. !!£nonzero finite .. 
abelian groups G1 ~ G2 . ~ K ~ any subgroup 2f. G1 ~ ~ H be !& 
unfaithful complex ~ length J., in G2 . ~ S ~ the· subgroup induced ~ H • 
Then H1 = K x H !!_ !!!_ unfaithful complex of length t ~ ~ subgroup 
induced ~ H1 is K x S . 
Proof. There exists a1, a2 , ···,at in G2 such that H = (S + a1) U ··· 
a disjoint union·according to Theorem 2.1. But, H1 = .6 (Kx(s+a~)), ~=1 ~ 
a disjoint union, and clearly K X (S +a.)= (K ¥ S) + (o, a.) where 0 denotes t ~ ~ 
the zero of K . Hence H1 = .U ((KXS) + (o,a.)) and since K X Sis a nonzero ~=1 ~ 
subgroup of G, we have that H1 is an unfaithful complex of G . Also H1+(b1,b2) 
= H1 if and only if K + b1 = K and H + b2 = H, that is, if and only if b1EK 
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and b2es . Hence K X S is the subgroup induced by H1 . 
Proposition 3 .1. 
t 
Let G = X C ~ ! direct product 2f cyclic groups 
m=l sm 
t ~ 1, 2 a is !!!l_ number ~ ~ a > 1 . Then for each i such that 
-----
i 1 < i < a t there exists an unfaithful complex 2f G 2f order p ~ length 
p • 
pose 
Proof. If t = 1 the result follows immediately from Lemma 3.5. Sup-
t-1 
then that t > 1 and write G = K X C where K = X C Choose any 
s m=l sm 
i such that 1 < i < a t . We can write i in the form i = ka + j for suit-
able k and j such that k ~ 0 and 0 ~ j < a • . k . Hence we can write p1 ~ s pJ 
where j and k satisfy the restrictions k ~ o, 0 ~ j < a • 
Case 1. Suppose that k = 0 . Then since i > 1, we must have that j > 1 
By Lemma 3·5· there exists an unfaithful complex H of order pj and length p 
in Cs Let K1 = (0} be the subgroup of K consisting of the zero element of 
K . Then by Lemma 3. 7. K1 X H is an unfaithful complex of G of order pj 
and length p . 
Case 2. Suppose that j > 1 . Then since i < a t, it follows that 
k ~ t - 1 . By Lemma 3·5· there exists an unfaithful complex H of order 
pj and length p in C . 
s 
k Let K1 be a subgroup of K of order s Then by 
Lemma 3· 7. we have that K1 X H is an unfaithful complex of G of order pi 
and length p . 
Case 3· i k i k If j = 0 or j = 11 then p = s or p = s p respectively. Then 
since 1 < i < a t, we have ~hat 1 s k < t and the result follows in this case 
from Lemma 3.6. to complete the proof. 
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m 
Lemma 3.8. Let G= X C ~!direct product of cyclic groups cp, of 
- j=l PJ ~ 
order :p = :p., where for each j, p. = p and p is a fixed prime. Suppose _that 
J --- J - -- - --
m ::z: 2 ~ ~ K ~ ~ ~bgroup .£! G ~ that K 1: G . ~ !£!: any xiK ~ 
cyclic subgroup S of G generated & x is such ~ S n K = (0} . 
Proof. Since each nonzero element of G is of order p , it follows that 
S is a cyclic subgroup of order p, so that S = {k x / 1 ~ k ~ p} . Suppose 
now that K n S * (o} . Then there exists y ~ 0 in K such that y = kx with 
1 < k ~ p - 1 . Hence the g. c. d. (k,p) = 1 and thus kx is also a generator 
of the subgroup S . Hence for same k1 such that, 1 ~ k1 ~ p, we have that 
x = k1(kx) = k1y, that is, XEK . This, however, is a contradiction to our 
choice of x; hence the lemma is established. 
Proposition 3.2. 
m 
~ G = X C ~ ~ direct product 2[ cyclic groups j=l PJ 
C eech of order p. = p where for each j, p. =pis a fixed prime such PJ ---- J -- J -- - --
~ p ~ 2 . Suppose ~~ m ~ 3 . ~ !2!_ ~ i ~ ~ 1 < i < m there 
exists ~ unfaithful complex ~ G of order pi ~ length p . 
Proof. i-l Let K be any subgroup of G of order p . Since 1 < i < m, 
it follows that K is a nonzero subgroup and that K ~ G • Let xEG-K . By 
Lemma 3.8. the cyclic subgroup S of G generated by x is such that K n S 
= (0}; since p ~ 2 the subset {kx / 0 ~ k ~ p - 2} of S consists of distinct 
elements of G . Let K1 = (y + kx I yEK, 1 ~ k ~ p} be the subgroup of G 
generated by K U {x} . i Clearly, K1 has order p , and since i < m, we have 
that K1 ~ G . Select an element c of G such that c i K1 . Let -
H = (K +c) u [u{<K + kx) I 0 ~ k ~ p - 2}]· The cosets whose union is H 
are clearly distinct, and hence H is an unfaithful complex of G of order pi 
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We claim that H has length p . Otherwise, since the underlying subgroup K 
. i-1 
of H has order p and H con~ains the zero element of G, it must follow 
i that H is a subgroup of order :p • But then since H contains K and x, we 
must have that H = K1 . This, howeYer, is a contradiction since c rL K1 . 
This completes the proof. 
Proposition 3·3· Let G = 
m 
X C . be ~ direct ]2_roduct £!. cyclic groups j=l J 
C j 1 whe!'e for ~ch j, C j = { 0 1 1} is -~ _sr::Jj C ~1]12. of order tvlO under addi-
tion mod. 2 . Then (i) t~~ £21:~~!5. E2 ~:'2:.~!~.~~h!.'.2d, c~lexes in G of length 
two, (ii) if m :::: 4 th_2!:, !s_ ~s·h i ~·:?. :~·.b_e;t. 2 < i< m ttere exists ~ ~­
faithful .£2PEex. o~ ore!.~ 2i ~d len~!~ f~, (iii) if. 1 s; m s; 3, then 
?roo£'. (i) Suppose that H is an unfaithful complex of G with under-
lying s11~eroup S such that H = (S + a1 ) U (S + a2 ) . Since each nonzero 
element of G is of order two, it follows that the set T = H + a1 = S 
U (S + a1 + a2 ) is a subgroup of G . But then H = T + a1 so that H is a 
coset belonging to the subgroup T It follows that H has length one. 
(ii) Since m :::: 4, there exists at least one i such that 2 < i < m Pick 
i-2 
such an i and let K be a subgroup of G of order 2 . Then since i > 2, 
we have that !K/ ~ 1 so that K is a nonzero subgroup of G Also since 
i < m, we have that K ~ G . Choose x E G-K and let K1 be the subgroup of 
G generated by K U (x}, that is, let K1 = (w + kx/WEK, o s; k ~ 1} • Then 
i-1 _l 
clearly K1 has order 2 so that K1 r G . Select y E G-K, and let K2 be 
i the subgroup of G generated by K1 U {yJ . Then IK2 / = 2 , and since i < m, 
we have that K2 ~ G . Choose z E G-K2 and let H = K U (K + x) U (K + y) 
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U (K + z) . Now by construction K c K1 c K2 so that the elements x - y, 
y - z, z - x of G do not beloDg to K . Hence tne cosets whose union is H 
are distinct, and the o:rder of H :i.s 2i Now H cr~st have length four, 
otherwise, by (i) i-t carw.ot have lengt~1 two and hence its length must be 
i 
one. This means t::ta;+~ !:I r.r .. 1st be a sub13Toup of order 2 • Since H contains 
d . + f 1' J h ... -· r.-x an y' lv 0 J.OWS G.:~..· . ., h = L•2 This, hovre:;rer, is a contradiction since 
ZEH but zf/Y: .. 2 . (Ei) Suppose tt.at 1 :::,; m :::,; 3 If m = 1 or 2, it is clear 
S~p?ose that m = 3 • By 
Corollary 2. 2. ·we know- tl-:.o..i tt>.e o:::d:;r o:· a.E -_.._r;:fE'.itr.::fu.l complex H of G is 
then of the form !Hi :..: 2k v;h~:ce l ~ k ::o:: 4 . 2:f k = 1, 2 or 4, then clearly 
H must have length o~1e since by (i:), 1n:?e..:!:t~ful coL::.ple..'l:es of length two do 
length three in G wl.,.ose unc,erlying sucgl'Ot.:ps have order two. This completes 
the proo:?. 
In ·(;be ne:x.t~ resul'v vre provide criteria under which formula ( 3.13) holds 
when t!1e restriction placed on v is removed and we allow v to be any number 
t 
such that 1 :::,; v ·s: s 
Them::-em 3·7· Fo::.~mula (3.13) holds for! given v such~ 15: v ::!:': st 
if and only i:f. 9.!:'~ of the f.ollowing conditions is satisfied: (i) the _a • .£· d. 
(v ,p) = 1, (ii) v = st, (iii) v = p, (iv) G = c2 X c2 X c2 ~ v ~ 6 where 
(a) s = pa, p ! fixed P.rime, a ~ 1, t ~ 1 ~ (b) c2 ~ (0,1} 1! the cyclic 
group of order two under addition mod. 2 . 
Proof. Let v be a number such that 1 ::!:': v ::!:': s t Suppose that formula 
t st / (3.13) holds, that is, suppose that wG(v)a + fs = cv where f= FV/T'' 
a is the index of a subgroup of G of order v and G = C X 
s 
XC (t factors). 
s 
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t I r st I Then since fs ; Fv and cv = ,cvl' it. follows that wG(v)a = !uv I so that 
if (3.13) holds then every unfaithful complex,of G of order v must be a 
coset belonging to some subgroup of G of order v Thus if (3.13) holds 
then every unfaithful complex of order v has length one. Now suppose that 
the conditions (i), (ii) anO: (iii) .fail to hold. We deduce then that (iv) 
must hold. Suppose then that the g. c. d. (v,p) = d > 1. i Let v = mp 
where pi is the highest power of p dividing v . Then the g. c. d. (m,p) = l • 
Suppose now that m > 1 • i Let K be any subgroup of G of order p . Since 
i t at 
we assume that the condition (ii) fails, we have that v = mp < s = p 
Hence the index of K is larger than m. Let H = K U (K + a1 ) U ··· U (K + am_1 ), 
a union of distinct cosets belonging to K Then H is an unfaithful complex 
i 
of order v = mp Further H cannot be a subgroup of G since m > 1 implies 
that v does not divide the order of G . · Thus H has length m > l and this 
is a contradiction to our assumption that (3.13) holds. Hen6'e·m = 1 and 
i 
as a consequence v = p Again since v ~ p, v ~ st =pat ~~· m~st have 
that 1 < i < at . If a > l then by Propos i tiori 3 . L there '~xfsts an un-
faithful complex of order pi and length p which would contradict our assump-
tion that (3.13) holds. Thus Q - 1 and 1 < i < t, which means that t ~ 3 . 
Again if p J 2, then by Proposition 3.2. there exists an unfaithful complex 
i 
of order v = p and length p contradicting our assumption that (3.13) holds. 
Hence we must have that p = 2, so that v = 2i, t ~ 3, and 1 < i < t . Now 
if t ~ 4, then by Proposition 3·3· there exists an unfaithful complex of 
order 2i and length 4 which would contradict our assumption that (3.13) 
holds. Hence we must have that t = 3 so that 1 < i < t implies that i = 2 
}~enc:.e condition ( iv) has beer: deduced. Conversely, if conditions ( ii) or 
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(iii) hold, it is clear that (3.13) holds. If condition (i) holds, that is, 
if the g. c. d. (v ,p) = 1, then by Proposition 2.4 we have that Uv = ¢ so 
that Cv = Fv and it follows ~diately that (3.13) holds. Finally suppose 
that G = c2 x c2 x Q2 and v ~ 6 . Then IGI = 8 so that if v is any number 
such that 1 ::;; v ::;; 8 and the g. c. d. (v ,2) = 1, then again by Proposition 
2.4. Uv = cJ so that Fv ;:: Cv and (3.13}<holds. If v = 2 then all unfaithful 
complexes of G of order ~two are of/length 1 ahd if ·\1 ~ 8, then Fv = ¢ so 
that in either case (3.13) holds. Finally' if v = 4, then again by Proposi-
tion 3. 3. all unfaithful complexes of G of ·~rder four are of length one 
and the formula (3.13) holds. This completes the proof. 
4. Application to fractional factorial designs. In this section we 
show how the theory developed in the previo.us two sections can be used to 
classify and enumerate designs. The main objectives of this section are the 
following: (i) to spow how design~ may be identified with the concepts of 
faithful and unfaithful complexes and to use this idea to exhibit a method 
for the construction and enumeration of a class of designs and (ii) to 
describe a classification problem for a class of designs and then to show, 
in general, to what extent the theory developed in the previous two sections · 
helps towards a resolution of this problem. We conclude with a practical 
example to illustrate the idea.s mentioned in ( i) and ( ii) above. 
We now provide the basic setting in which the ideas of this section 
will be formulated. 
m 
Let G = X C be a direct product of groups where for each i, 1 ::;; i s m, 
i=l s, 
c = (0,1,2, 
st 
, s. - 1} is a cyclic group under addition mod. s. and let 
~ ~ 
n = TTs. 
~ 
We call the elements of G treatments and by a design D of G we 
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mean a collectio~'oi trea~~nts :~f G ~he~e it is understood that any given 
treatment in D may possibly, though not· necessarily, be repeated more than 
once. With each design D of G we associate a complex b of G consisting of 
the set of distinct treatments in D . We call D the underlying complex of 
the design D . It is clear under these definitions that any complex of G 
is a design and further that any given complex H of G generates an infinite 
class o-:: des::.gns D whose underlying complex is H It is also clear that 
the class of designs D with U.'"lderlying complex H is known once H is given. 
We say that a design D has dist~_l_S:?. ord~.£ v, l ~ v ~ n, if and only if the 
underlying complex D of D has order v It now follows from the foregoing 
that the construction and enwneration of the ~lass of designs of distinct 
order v reduces to the study of the set Cv consisting of the complexes of G 
of order v • The study of the set Cv of complexes of order v in G can be 
further reduced by the consideration of a subset T of Cv consisting of com-
plexes of order v one from each equivalence class in the quotient set C / 
\1 T 
Such a set r, as remarked earlier is characterized by the properties that 
(a) O(G)*T = C and (b) if j c C such that O(G)*J = 
v - v 
The following two general remarks can be made: (a) recall that C 
v 
= Fv U Uv a disjoint union of the set Fv of faithful complexes of order v 
and the set U of unfaithful complexes of order v • Thus, clearly, we can 
y . 
write the set 1 mentioned above as a disjo~nt union 1 = T U r where 
0 0 
1 c U and consists of unfaithful complexes of order v one from each 
0- v 
equivalence class of the quotient set U / , and, T c F and consists of 
V T 0- V 
faithful complexes of order v one from each equivalence class of the quotient 
set Fv/-r' (b) in constructing the subsets 10 and 10 of Uv and Fv respectively, 
it is clearly enough to list complexes in 1 and 1 respectively which contain 
0 0 
the zero element of G . 
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Let v be any number such •bet !;·' ~ ~ ·!'> n . Then the set Cv has cardi-
nality c~ and in the light of tu· p.revious·two sections the construction of 
the sets 10 and 10 mentioned above may be considered under the following two 
cases depending on the number v • 
Case 1. Suppose that the g. c. d. (v ,n) = l • Then by Proposition 
~' .L . there are no unfaithful complexes of order v so that Uv "" ¢ and 
c - H' v • v Select ~ faithful complexes one from each 
equivalence class in F11 ;,. and let 10 = {H1, H2, ···, Hf} be the resulting 
set. Then clearly every complex H in C11 is of the form H =Hi + h for 
exactly one h in G and exactly one i such that 1 ~ i ~ f . Finally by 
Corollary 3-3· the number f::; lF .. ;,.I is given by f 
f ::; 1 if v :;;:: 1 . 
l n-1 
== v cv _1 if v ;;:: 2 and 
Case 2. Suppose now that .the g~ c. d. (v ,n) = d > 1 




= {ct1 , d2 , ·· ·, dt} be the set given in (2.2), namely, the set of all 
divisors of d distinct from one and suppose that d1 < d2 < · · · · < dt . Let 
n 
v = kd, d =midi' ri =~and bi = ~i where l ~ i ~ t . Then by Proposi-
r 
tion 2.3. the various possible lengths for unfaithful complexes of order v 
is in the set L = {b1 , b2 , ···, btJ defined 
b1 > b2 > · · · > bt . Also by Leilli!la 3.2. Uv 
in (2.3). Note that 
= u {x_ (Kd ) I 1 s i ~-0 1 1 
where the sets x_ (Kd ), consisting of unfaithful complexes of length b. 
-
0 1 1 . l. 
and induced subgroup of order d., are pairwise disjoint. Thus to build 
l. 
the set U it is enough to restrict ourselves to constructing the set 
\1 
listing the set Kd of sub&roups of G of order di 
1 
Next list all those 
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unfaithful complexes H of Q which are unions of b. distinct cosets belonging 
.. l. 
to some subgroup in the set Kd 1 This is precisely the set of all unfaith-
ful complexes of G of order v whose underlying subgroup belongs to the set 
Kd Reduce this set by removing those unfaithful complexes in it which 
1 
have length smaller than b .. 
l. 
From the resulting set which is Xb (Kd ), 
1 i 
construct the set 1. of cardinality c. , where by Theorem 3·3· 
l. l. 
c. = !_ 1~ (Kd )j, consisting of unfaithful complexes of order v one from 
l. r 1 - 0 1 i 




= U 1. , then T has cardinality u = 
i=l ~ 0 
E c. and the set 1 
i~l ~ 0 
= {H1 , H2 , ···, Hu} generates Uv under the action of the group O(G) 
Next consider the set Cv - Uv = Fv and let 10 = {HJ., H2, · • ·, H~} be a set 
of faithful com:plexe;:; one f:r:ocn ee.ch equivalence class in the quotient set 
Finally the set T = 1 U 1 consisting of c = f + u 
0 0 
complexes of order v is the set. with least cardinality such that the action 
of the group O(G) upon it generates the set Cv . 
In addition let 1 be the set co~sisting of the complexes of order n - v 
which are set complements in G of the complexes in the set 1 mentioned above. 
Then according to Proposition 2.4. we must have that the set Tis the subset 
of C of smallest cardinality which generates the set C under the 
n~ n~ 
action of the group O(G) Thus the enumeration and construction of the 
set 1 which generates C under the action of the group O(G) also leads to 
v 
the construction of the set 1 which generates the set C under the action 
n-v 
of the group O(G), and conversely. 
Let v be any number such that 1 ~ v ~ n . Let H be a complex of order 
v, and let (rh)hEH be any se~uence of positive numbers. We say that the 
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.!,:· 
design D of G is obtained £l:.replication from the pair (H, {rh)heH) if and 
only if the underlying complex. of D,"\ is H and each treatment h in H is re-
peated exactly rh times. In this case we write D ; (H, {rh)heH) • It is 
now clear that each design D of G of distinct order v is of the form 
D = (D, (rd)deD) and conversely given a pair (H, (rh)heH)' where His a 
complex of order v , there exists exactly one design D of distin.ct order v 
such that D = (H, {rh)heH) . The process of obtaining the unique design D 
from the pair (H, (rh)heH), we will call the replica.t~ operation. Note, 
in particular, that if H is any complex of order v, then H = (H, (rh)heH) 
with rh = 1 for each heH . 
In terms of the replication operation we may summarize the above ideas 
in the following way. Let 6 be the class of all designs of G and for each 
v, 1 ~ v ~ n, let Av be the class of all designs of G of distinct order v 
Then, clearly, A = U ( 6v I 1 ~ v s: n} and this set union is pairwise dis-
joint. It follows then that the study of the set 6 reduces to the study 
of each of the sets 611 From the above we have seen that the study of the 
class of designs of distinct order v may be reduced to the consideration of 
the set rv of complexes of order v which has least cardinality with respect 
-to the property that O(G)*1 = C . Further, the number c which is the 
\1 \1 
cardinality of the quotient set C11 /T is given by formula (3.9) of Cor~llary 
3.2. Now, let D be any design in 6 . Then, D belongs to~ for exactly 
one v such that l s: v ~ n, and D is obtained by replication from its under-
lying complex D Of course, D belongs to C and hence, there exists exactly 
v 
one H in 1 and exactly one h in G such that D = H + h, that is, D is ob-
v 
tained by translation from a unique complex in 1 
\1 
Hence, we have estab~ 
lished that the class of all designs 6 of G is generated by the operation 
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n 
of translation followed by the operation of r~lication on the set ~1!~ of 
v-
complexes of G . 
Let D1 and n2 be any two designs in Au • Let p be a fixed set of param-
eters and let NL ,M be the information matrices of D1 and n2 respec-
-1)1 ,p . 1)~ ,p 
tively with respect to p . We say that n1 is similar to n2 with respect to 
p, in symbols, n1 ;p D2 if and only if the information matrices ~ ,p and 
.t•L have the same spectra. .A general classification problem for the JJ,,p 
designs in:6 would be to obtain a description of the equivalence class 
•. ... v 
[D ];;;;'· of the quotient set Av /= consisting of all designs similar to D 
0 p . 
with respect top . While-no such descl:-iption is available at the moment, 
the theory developed so far combined·. with a result in a recent. 'paper by 
Srivasta, Raktoe and Pesotan [1971] helps in giving a description for some 
. 
of the members, though not necessarily all, of the equivalence class [D]-
=I: 
with respect to a suitable choice of parameters p . 
For each j, 1 s j s m, let w. be a permutation on the underlying set 
J 
of the cyclic group C of orders. and consider the group O(G), introduced 
. s~ J 
in general in (2.9), consisting of permutations w = (w1, ··•, wm) on G 
defined by w(b1, ···, bm) = (w1(b1), ···, wm(bm)) for any (b1 , •.• , bm) in 
G . For any complex H c G let w(H) = {w(h)/heH} and let a design D in 6 
- v 
be given. Suppose that D = (D (r-)- -) where D is the underlying complex 
' d deD 
of D . We now define 
We call the set O(G)*D, the set of designs of ~ct. ~r v generated by 
the action of the group n(G) on the design, D in ~ . It is now clear that. by 
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the replication operation applied ip_, turn to each member of the set O(G)*D 
. ,.. :·1 ~::-- ·1. •1 ) • '. ' 
one obtains the set O(G)*D . Hence the study of the set O(G)*D reduces to 
the study of the set O(G)*D where D is the under~ing complex of D Now, 
O(G)*D is a subset of Cv c. Hence Jsing the fact that 0(G)*1" =c., and 
Theorem 2.5. we know that there exists a set of complexes JD' depending on 
D1 contained in 1v such that O(G)*J0 = O(G)*D . Thus we have established 
that for each D€~ there exists a set. '~D S 1" such that O(G)*.i:D = n(G)*D 
_ ~o~, suppose that 1 = [H1 , H:2 , • • ·, 'ii ]; let rv a {H. , -~~,.---H. } be a 
------- ·--~----- v c J.l J.lc. 
subset of 1 of least cardinality: .such :that O(G)*T = C • Then, by the 
\) \) \) 




such that O(G)*H. = O(G)*JH · 
J.J • 
l.j 
It follows that 
(4 .2) cv = n(G )*Tv = (P(q)*lH. 
l.l 
u ··· u (O(G)*~H. ) 
1.11 
and this union is clearly pairwise disjoint. Further, we have that Tv 
a pairwise disjoint union. The importance of the decem-
position of the set Cv of complexes of order v as a disj'oint union of the 
sets 0( G )*JH. , 1 ~ j ~ k, depends on the result obtained recently in a 
l.j 
paper by Sr'ivasta, Raktoe and Pesotan [1971]. We give here a,b.rief summary 
of thl.s result. 
" ;;.~t-- us associate with each of the cyclic groups C a""'formal symbol A. 
s 1 1 
and with each treatment combination (i1 , i 2, ···, im) in G let us associate 
the formal symbol Ai1 A~ ··· A!m which we call an effect and a formal symbol 
Y. . which we call an observation. With any de~ign D of G we associate 
l.l · ' ' 1 m 






with (il' ~ · ·;, im~ in D arranged in some arbitrary 
l 
order. Let p0 be the set of all ~ffec~s, We place the lexicographic order 
on G and induce it on p0 , that is, we define Ail Ail · · · Ai 111 < Ajl Ajli · .. Aj~ 1 2 m 1 2 m 
if and only if for the first ~' 1 ~ £ s m du~h that i~ i j~ we have that 
it< j£ . If p is any nonempty set of effects, we denote byE the column 
vector obtained by arranging the effects in p in the order defined on p . 
0 
Let X= N1 ® ··· ® Nm be the Kronecker product of matrices N1 , N2 , ···, Nm 
where for each i, 1 ~ i ~ m, N. satisfy the following requirements: (a) N. 
~ ~ 
is a real orthogonal s. ~ s. matrix, (b) the first column of N. has the same 
~ ~ ~ 
1 
entry, namely----, (c) the sum of all terms in any column of N. but the first 
~ ~ 
is zero. Further, letT: G ~ (1,2, ···, n} be a map given by •(k1, 
~ j if and only if (k1 , •.. , km) is the jt~ element of Gin the lexicographic 
order in G 
Let D be a given design of G, and R a column vector of effects. Suppose 
that the observation vector YD is displayed as 
(4. 3) 
Then we define for any permutation w in G(G) a new observation vector deter-








where (J.i, ... , .t!) = (WJ. (ki), · • •, w111 (k!)). for l s: j ~ Nand w = (w1, .. ·, wm) . 











We now define the matrix x_ as a N X K submatrix of X in the following way: 
-1) ,p 
Corresponding to the 
. ..e 
Jl 
entry y in YD and A1 k~ k! 
in E. with 
l s: i ~ N, and -r(jf, · · ·, j~) = tt, l s: ..e ~ K, define 
the (i,t)-th entry of XU,p as the (ni,tt)-th entry of X . 
For any design D and a given column vector of effects £ we call the 
matrix Mb =xn XU the information matrix of D with respect to the set 
'' ,p ,p .• ,p 
of effects p where for any matrix A the matrix A' is the transpose of A • 
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A collection of effects p will be called allowable if and only if when-
i ~3 i f. o, l s; j s; m, ever A1 l · · • Am m belongs top and i. then 
J 
~il .tj-1 i, i.l +1 i 
. • . AJ -1 AJ A.l+l · · · Am m belongs to p for all .t ~ 0 in C 
sl 
In the 
paper by Srivastava, Raktoe and Pesotan [1971] the term "admissible" was 
used in place of allowable. We have abandoned the use of the former ter.m 
here, since the term admissible has special meaning in statistics. 
In the paper by .Srivastava, Raktoe and Pesotan [1971] the following 
theorem was established: 
Theorem: Let YD be ~ observation vector associated ~ ~ design D 
and ~ ~ be ~ column vector associated ~ ~ allowable set of effects p 
~~matrix in the ~ {~w'P j will(G)} .2f. information matrices gener-
~ ~ ~ design D and w l:!!, O(G) has the ~ spectra. 
Applying the above theorem we observe that if p is any allowable 
s e t of effects and D is any design in 6 then the set O(G)*D defined in 
\} 
(4.1) is such that O(G)*D c [D]- , the equivalence class in the quotient set 
- =p 
6 determined by D and p . Further, applying this theorem to the decom-v;-
=p 
position of C given in (4.2) we observe that for each j, l s j s; k, the 
\) 
information matrices corresponding to the designs in the set O(G)*!H. with 
lj 
respect to an allowable set of effects p have the same spectra. 
The following example illustrates some of the ideas mentioned above. 
Exampl~. Let G = c2 X c3 X c3 be a direct product of cyclic groups 
where c2 = (0,1} is a cyclic group of order 2 under addition mod. 2 and 
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c 3 = (0,1,2} is a cyclic group of order 3 under addition mod. 3 . For a 
saturated main effect plan we need to take v = (2-1) + (3-1) + (3-1)+1 = 6 
treatments of G . Then since Ia! = 18 we have that the g. c. d. (6,18) = d = 6 
The divisors of 6 distinct from l are then d1 = 2, d2 = 3, d3 = 6 and the 
various possible lengths for unfaithful complexes of order 6, using Proposi-
tion 2.3., are given by b1 = 3, b2 = 2; b3 = 1 . Now the cardinality of 
the set of complexes of G of order v = 6 is lev\ = lc61 = c~8 = 18,564 . 
Using formula (3.10) we see that the number of subgroups of G of orders 
2, 3 and 6, respectively, are WG(2) = l, Wa(3) = 4 and wG(6) = 4 Using 
formula (3.12) of Theorem 3.6. we now obtain the following: (i) the 
number of unfaithful complexes of order 6 and length 1, namely, 
lx1 (K6) I ::: 1~3 (Kd3 )! '" (~G(6) )ci = 12 . (ii) the number of unfaithful 
complexes of order 6 and length 2 , namely, lx2 (K3)! = IXb2 (Kda)l = (wG(3))c~ ~ 
- (12)(1) = 48 . (iii) The number of unfaithful complexes of order 6 and 
length 3, namely, lx3 (K~)I = iXb (Kd )J = (wG(2))c~- (0)(48) - (1)(12) = 72 ~ 1 1 
3 
Hence the number of unfaithful complexes of order 6, namely, !u61 = .!: IXb (Kd )I ~:::1 t i 
= 132 and by Corollary 3.1. we have that Ju6;TI = 20 Further using 
formula (3.8) we have that the cardinality of the quotient set IF6;TI 
c~8 - 132 
18 = 1024 . ;:: Let r6 ~ c6 be a set consisting of complexes of order 
6 one from each equivalence class of the quotient set c61 T . Then by formula 
(3.9) we know that jr61 = 1024 + 20 = 1044 . Thus the lo44 complexes of 
order 6 in r6 will generate under translation the 18,564 complexes in c6 
and then further by replication all the designs of G of distinct order 6 
Let us ll!TGe r6 = r~ U T~ where T6 consists of all unfaithful complexes of 
order 6 and ~ is the remaining complexes in r6 which must necessarily be 
• 
faithful. Then fro~ the above 1~1 =. 20. antl l~l = 1024 . We follow the 
procedure outlined earlier in this section to give a listing of the 20 
unfaithful compi~xes in r6 There is one subgroup of order two in G, 
namely, S = ((o,o,o), (1,0,0)} . There are four subgroups of order three, 
namely, sl = ((o,o,o), (0,1,0), (0,2,0)},• s2 = {(o,o,o), (o,o,l), (0,0,2)}, 
s3 = ((o,o,o), (0,1,1), (0,2,2)), and s4 = ((o,o,o), (0,1,2), (0,2,1)} 
Finally, there are four subgroups of order six, namely, 
--. \ 
T1 = {(o,o,o), (o,l,o), (o,2,o), (l,o,o), (l,l,o), (1,2,0)], 
T2 = ((o,o,o), (l,O,l), (1,0,2), (l,o,o), (o,o,l), (o,o,2)], 
T~ ~ [(o,o,o), (0,1,1), (o,2,2), (l,o,o), (1,1,1), (1,2,2)}, 
f(r, n 0\ 
.l \·'-·-';V] !) .. i 0 ' -') \ · .. ,.L,,.;> 
Then the set fr·1 , T2 , T3, T4} is a set of complexes of order 6 and length 
1 which generates th,:: set Y0 -; (Kd3 ) = x1 (K6 ) under the action of the group 
0( G) lve now list 8 unfaithful complexes of order 6 and length 2 with 
induced subgroup<': of c:::der :-: ",.rhich generate the set Xb (L ) = X)K~) under 
? ~ - --' 
~ 
the action of the 1_:··roup <](G) (~" ~ \ These are, 
1\-; = [(o,o,o), (o,1,o), (o,2,o), (o,o,1), (o,1,1), (o,2,1)], 
/ 
Tc [(o,o,o), (o,1,o), (o,2,o), (o,1,2), (0,2,2), (o,o,2)], 
T7 = { ( 0, 0, 0) , ( 0, C, 1) , ( 0, 0, 2 ) , ( 0, 1, 2) , ( 0, 1, 0) , ( 0, 1, 1) } , 
T8 [(o,o,o), (o,o,l), (o,o,2), (o,2,1), (o,2,2), (0,2,0)}, 
T .. = [(o,o_.o), (o,1,2), (0,2,1),. (o,o,l), (o,1,o), (o,2,2)}, 
>J 
T lO = { ( 0, 0, 0) , ( 0, l, 2), ( 0, 21 1), { 0, 1, 1), ( 0, 2, 0), ( 0, 0, 2)} 
T11 = [(o,o,o), (o,l,l.), (o,2,2), (0,1,2), (o,2,0), (o,o,1)} 
. : .. :_ 
' .. · ... 
Finally we list 8 unfaithful camplexe~. of order 6 and length 3 which gener-
... ,.. ' .- ,. -~ . 
ate the set ~1 (Kd1 ) = x3(K2) under thei~ct~on of ~h~ group Q(G). These are, 
T13 ~ ((o,o,o), (l,o,o); (1,0,2), (o,o,2), (1,2,o), (o,2,o)} 
T14 = [ (o,o,o), (1,o,o), (1,0,2), (o,o~2)·, (o,l·~o), (1,1,o)} 
T15 = {(o,o,o), (l,o,o), (1,0,2), (o,o,2), (1,2,1), (o,2,1)} 
' 
T16 = {(o,o,o), (l,o,o), (l·,o,2), (o,o',2), (1,2,2), (o,i,2)} 
T17 = [(o,o,o), (l,o,o), (1,o',1) ,· (o,o',l) ,· (1,2,0); ·(o,2,o)} 
T18 = f(o,o,o), (l,o,o),· (1,0,1), (o)i,i:),· (o·,i;o·), (1,1,o)} 
T19 ~ ((o,o,o), (i,o,o), {i,o,l), (d,o,l), (t~2,l), (o,2,1)] 
T20 = ((~Jc,r~, (l,o,o), (1,0,1), (o,o,l), (1,2,2), (0,2,2)} 
Hence the set rG = (T/~~ ~ i ~ 20] will generate the set of all unfaithful 
complexes of order six under the action of the group O(G) 
·: .·. 
Further, to 
obtain a cor·:;l'ld<.:: li ~tiLg of the set 16 one would have to list 1024 faithful 
complexes of ~rrler E which are not related by a translation; each such 
faithful complex of order 6 in 16 will produce 18 complexes under trans-
lation. Since we selected the parame~~rs p to be .the main effects and the 
mean then, clearly, p JS an allowable set of effects. Thus if D is any de-
sign of distinct order 6j then the class of designs generated by the action 
of the group O(G) on D, nam0ly the class O(G)*D, is spectra invariant with 
respect to the set of main effects p • Also, in the list r6 of 1044 faith-
ful and unfaithful complexes if we select a complex H and obtain through 
it a design D ·.(H, (rb)h€H),tben the class of designs generated by the 
action of O(G) on D is as well spectrum invariant relative to the set of 
• 
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main effects p • Finally, one might measure the efficiency of this process 
by observing that we have discarded 17,520 complexes of order 6 so that this 
process has a discarding efficiency of 94.2% in this case. 
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